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HOROSCOPE FOR
Ram Krishna

15/10/1985 06:30 AM
Bengaluru, Karnataka, India



Basic DetailsBasic Details

Date of birth 15/10/1985

Time of birth 06:30

Place of birth Bengaluru, Karnataka, India

Latitude 12 N 58

Longitude 77 E 35

Timezone +05:30

Ayanamsha 23:39:31

Sunrise 6:9:50

Sunset 18:0:54

Ghat ChakrGhat Chakraa

Month Magha

Tithi 4,9,14

Day Thursday

Nakshatra Shatbhisha

Yog Shukla

Karan Taitil

Prahar 4

Moon 12

PPanchang Detailsanchang Details

Tithi Shukla Dwitiya

Yog Vishkumbha

Nakshatra Swati

Karan Baalav

AstrAstrological Detailsological Details

Varna Shoodra

Vashya Maanav

Yoni Mahisha

Gan Dev

Nadi Ant

Sign Libra

Sign Lord Venus

Nakshatra Swati

Nakshatra Lord Rahu

Charan 1

Yunja Madhya

Tatva Air

Name Alphabet Roo

Paya Silver

Ascendant Libra

Ascendant Lord Venus

Basic Astrological Details
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Planets R Sign Degrees Sign Lord Nakshatra Nakshatra Lord House

Sun -- Virgo 27:57:58 Mercury Chitra Mars Twelfth

Moon -- Libra 09:59:27 Venus Swati Rahu First

Mars -- Leo 28:26:06 Sun Uttra Phalguni Sun Eleventh

Mercury -- Libra 12:53:36 Venus Swati Rahu First

Jupiter -- Capricorn 13:41:27 Saturn Shravan Moon Fourth

Venus -- Virgo 04:29:04 Mercury Uttra Phalguni Sun Twelfth

Saturn -- Scorpio 02:35:44 Mars Vishakha Jupiter Second

Rahu Yes Aries 16:17:35 Mars Bharni Venus Seventh

Ketu Yes Libra 16:17:35 Venus Swati Rahu First

Ascendant -- Libra 02:00:41 Venus Chitra Mars First

Malefic

Benefic

Yog-Karak

SSunun
Virgo
Chitra

MMerercurcuryy
Libra
Swati

SSaturaturnn
Scorpio
Vishakha

Malefic

Malefic

--

MMoonoon
Libra
Swati

JupitJupiterer
Capricorn
Shravan

RahuRahu
Aries
Bharni

Benefic

--

MarsMars
Leo
Uttra Phalguni

VVenusenus
Virgo
Uttra Phalguni

KKetuetu
Libra
Swati

Planetary Positions
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Lagna Chart(Birth Chart)Lagna Chart(Birth Chart)
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Ascendant or Lagna, is the degree of the sign

which is rising on the eastern horizon at the time

of birth.The Lagna is the most influential and

important sign within the natal or lagna chart. This

sign will be considered the first house of the

horoscope, and the enumeration of the other

houses follows in sequence through the rest of the

signs of the zodiac. In this way, the Lagna does not

only delineate the rising sign, but also all the other

houses in the chart.
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MMoon Chartoon Chart
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NaNavvmansha Chart(D9)mansha Chart(D9)

Moon Chart is an important tool of prediction and the results of

planetary combinations are more prominent when the yogas or

certain combinations happen in both Moon and Lagna Chart.

Navmansha Chart is the most important divisional chart,

Navmansha means nine part of a particular Rashi in which each

Amsa consists of 3 degrees and 20 minutes.

Horoscope Charts
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AsAsccendant - 0endant - 02:00:42:00:411 MidheaMidheavven - 00:32:52en - 00:32:52

House Sign Bhav Madhya Sign Bhav Sandhi

1 Libra 02:00:41 Libra 16:46:03

2 Scorpio 01:31:25 Scorpio 16:16:47

3 Sagittarius 01:02:08 Sagittarius 15:47:30

4 Capricorn 00:32:52 Capricorn 15:47:30

5 Aquarius 01:02:08 Aquarius 16:16:47

6 Pisces 01:31:25 Pisces 16:46:03

7 Aries 02:00:41 Aries 16:46:03

8 Taurus 01:31:25 Taurus 16:16:47

9 Gemini 01:02:08 Gemini 15:47:30

10 Cancer 00:32:52 Cancer 15:47:30

11 Leo 01:02:08 Leo 16:16:47

12 Virgo 01:31:25 Virgo 16:46:03

Chalit ChartChalit Chart
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House cusps are imaginary boundary lines for the

Houses, similar to the way Sign cusps are

boundary lines for the Signs. Cusp is the most

important and powerful point of house. Planets

located at the cusp have the strongest effect and

most typical meaning of the house.

House Cusps and Sandhi
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SSun Chartun Chart
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Health, Constitution, Body

HorHora Chart(Da Chart(D2)2)
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Finance, Wealth, Prosperity

DrDreshkeshkan Chart(Dan Chart(D3)3)
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Brothers, Sisters

Chathurthamasha Chart(D4Chathurthamasha Chart(D4))
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Fortunes, Luck of native

PPanchmansha Chart(D5anchmansha Chart(D5))
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SSaptamansha Chart(Daptamansha Chart(D77))
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Impregnation, Birth of the child

Ashtamansha Chart(D8Ashtamansha Chart(D8))
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Shows Longevity

Dashamansha Chart(DDashamansha Chart(D10)10)
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Livelihood, Profession

Dwadasha Chart(DDwadasha Chart(D112)2)
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Parents, Paternal happiness

Divisional Charts
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Shodashamsha Chart(DShodashamsha Chart(D16)16)
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Happiness,miseries,conveyance

VVishamansha Chart(Dishamansha Chart(D20)20)
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Spritual progress,worship

ChaturChaturvimshamsha(Dvimshamsha(D2244))
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Academic achievement,education

Bhamsha Chart(DBhamsha Chart(D2277))
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Physical strength, stamina

TTrishamansha Chart(rishamansha Chart(30)30)
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Evil, Adversaties of life

KhaKhavvedamsha Chart(edamsha Chart(440)0)
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Auspicious & inauspicious effect

AkAkshshvvedansha Chart(edansha Chart(4455))
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Character and conduct of the
native

ShashtyShashtymsha Chart(60)msha Chart(60)
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Shows general happiness

Divisional Charts
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PPerermanent Fmanent Friendshipriendship

Planets Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

Sun -- Friend Friend Neutral Friend Enemy Enemy

Moon Friend -- Neutral Friend Neutral Neutral Neutral

Mars Friend Friend -- Enemy Friend Neutral Neutral

Mercury Friend Enemy Neutral -- Neutral Friend Neutral

Jupiter Friend Friend Friend Enemy -- Enemy Neutral

Venus Enemy Enemy Neutral Friend Neutral -- Friend

Saturn Enemy Enemy Enemy Friend Neutral Friend --

TTemporemporal Fal Friendshipriendship

Planets Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

Sun -- Friend Friend Friend Enemy Enemy Friend

Moon Friend -- Friend Enemy Friend Friend Friend

Mars Friend Friend -- Friend Enemy Friend Friend

Mercury Friend Enemy Friend -- Friend Friend Friend

Jupiter Enemy Friend Enemy Friend -- Enemy Friend

Venus Enemy Friend Friend Friend Enemy -- Friend

Saturn Friend Friend Friend Friend Friend Friend --

Composite Friendship Table
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FFivive-fe-fold Fold Friendshipriendship

Planets Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

Sun -- Intimat Intimat Friend Neutral Bitter Neutral

Moon Intimat -- Friend Neutral Friend Friend Friend

Mars Intimat Intimat -- Neutral Neutral Friend Friend

Mercury Intimat Bitter Friend -- Friend Intimat Friend

Jupiter Neutral Intimat Neutral Neutral -- Bitter Friend

Venus Bitter Neutral Friend Intimat Enemy -- Intimat

Saturn Neutral Neutral Neutral Intimat Friend Intimat --
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Planets R Sign Degrees Sign Lord House

Sun -- Virgo 177:57:58 Mercury Twelfth

Moon -- Libra 189:59:27 Venus First

Mars -- Leo 148:26:06 Sun Eleventh

Mercury -- Libra 192:53:36 Venus First

Jupiter -- Capricorn 283:41:27 Saturn Fourth

Venus -- Virgo 154:29:04 Mercury Twelfth

Saturn -- Scorpio 212:35:44 Mars Second

Rahu Yes Aries 16:17:35 Mars Seventh

Ketu Yes Libra 196:17:35 Venus First

Ascendant -- Libra 182:00:41 Venus First

Planets Nakshatra Nakshatra Lord Charan Sub Lord Sub Sub Lord

Sun Chitra Mars 2 Saturn Saturn

Moon Swati Rahu 1 Jupiter Moon

Mars Uttra Phalguni Sun 1 Moon Sun

Mercury Swati Rahu 2 Mercury Ketu

Jupiter Shravan Moon 2 Rahu Moon

Venus Uttra Phalguni Sun 3 Saturn Mars

Saturn Vishakha Jupiter 4 Rahu Ketu

Rahu Bharni Venus 1 Moon Moon

Ketu Swati Rahu 3 Venus Rahu

Ascendant Chitra Mars 3 Ketu Venus

KP Planetary Positions
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House Sign Degrees
Sign
Lord

Nakshatra
Nakshatra
Lord

Sub
Lord

Sub Sub
Lord

1 Libra 205:40:12 Venus Vishakha Jupiter Mercury Saturn

2 Scorpio 235:23:34 Mars Jyeshtha Mercury Rahu Ketu

3 Sagittarius 264:40:45 Jupiter Purva Shadha Venus Mercury Venus

4 Capricorn 294:12:23 Saturn Dhanishtha Mars Rahu Rahu

5 Aquarius 324:51:10 Saturn
Purva
Bhadrapad

Jupiter Mercury Mars

6 Pisces 356:01:13 Jupiter Revati Mercury Rahu Mars

7 Aries 25:40:12 Mars Bharni Venus Mercury Saturn

8 Taurus 55:23:34 Venus Mrigshira Mars Rahu Ketu

9 Gemini 84:40:45 Mercury Punarvasu Jupiter Mercury Moon

10 Cancer 114:12:23 Moon Ashlesha Mercury Rahu Rahu

11 Leo 144:51:10 Sun Purva Phalguni Venus Mercury Moon

12 Virgo 176:01:13 Mercury Chitra Mars Rahu Mars
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KP House Cusps and Chart
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Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Ascendant Total

Aries 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2

Taurus 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 4

Gemini 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 5

Cancer 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 5

Leo 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 6

Virgo 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 6

Libra 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Scorpio 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 3

Sagittarius 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 5

Capricorn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Aquarius 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 4

Pisces 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 6

SignificancSignificancee

Father Personal Influence Royal Favours

LLegendsegends

Good

Bad

Mixed
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Sun Bhinnashtak Varga
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Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Ascendant Total

Aries 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 6

Taurus 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 3

Gemini 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3

Cancer 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 6

Leo 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 4

Virgo 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2

Libra 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4

Scorpio 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3

Sagittarius 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 6

Capricorn 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 5

Aquarius 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2

Pisces 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 5
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2 SignificancSignificancee

Mother Mind Emotion Intelligence

LLegendsegends

Good

Bad

Mixed

Moon Bhinnashtak Varga
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Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Ascendant Total

Aries 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Taurus 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2

Gemini 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 4

Cancer 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 4

Leo 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 6

Virgo 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2

Libra 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2

Scorpio 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 4

Sagittarius 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 4

Capricorn 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Aquarius 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 5

Pisces 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 4

SignificancSignificancee

Siblings Landed Property Accidents Disputes

LLegendsegends

Good

Bad

Mixed
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Mars Bhinnashtak Varga
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Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Ascendant Total

Aries 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2

Taurus 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 6

Gemini 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 4

Cancer 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 6

Leo 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 7

Virgo 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 4

Libra 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 3

Scorpio 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 6

Sagittarius 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 4

Capricorn 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 4

Aquarius 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 4

Pisces 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 4
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Relatives Speech Power of Discrimination

Education

LLegendsegends

Good

Bad

Mixed

Mercury Bhinnashtak Varga
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Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Ascendant Total

Aries 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 5

Taurus 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3

Gemini 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 6

Cancer 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 5

Leo 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 5

Virgo 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2

Libra 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 6

Scorpio 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 6

Sagittarius 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Capricorn 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5

Aquarius 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 6

Pisces 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 6

SignificancSignificancee

Children Honour Religious deeds Learning

Fortune

LLegendsegends

Good

Bad

Mixed
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Jupiter Bhinnashtak Varga
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Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Ascendant Total

Aries 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3

Taurus 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 4

Gemini 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 6

Cancer 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 4

Leo 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 6

Virgo 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4

Libra 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 5

Scorpio 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 4

Sagittarius 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 5

Capricorn 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 5

Aquarius 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 4

Pisces 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2
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6 SignificancSignificancee

Spouse Marriage Conveyance Jewellery

LLegendsegends

Good

Bad

Mixed

Venus Bhinnashtak Varga
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Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Ascendant Total

Aries 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2

Taurus 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 3

Gemini 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 4

Cancer 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 5

Leo 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 4

Virgo 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 3

Libra 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 3

Scorpio 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Sagittarius 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 5

Capricorn 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 3

Aquarius 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Pisces 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 5

SignificancSignificancee

Employees Livelihood Sorrow & Misery

LLegendsegends

Good

Bad

Mixed
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Saturn Bhinnashtak Varga
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Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Ascendant Total

Aries 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 3

Taurus 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 4

Gemini 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 3

Cancer 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 5

Leo 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 6

Virgo 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4

Libra 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 4

Scorpio 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 5

Sagittarius 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 4

Capricorn 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 5

Aquarius 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3

Pisces 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 3
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LLegendsegends
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Ascendant Bhinnashtak Varga
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Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn Ascendant Total

Aries 2 6 1 2 5 3 2 0 21

Taurus 4 3 2 6 3 4 3 0 25

Gemini 5 3 4 4 6 6 4 0 32

Cancer 5 6 4 6 5 4 5 0 35

Leo 6 4 6 7 5 6 4 0 38

Virgo 6 2 2 4 2 4 3 0 23

Libra 1 4 2 3 6 5 3 0 24

Scorpio 3 3 4 6 6 4 1 0 27

Sagittarius 5 6 4 4 1 5 5 0 30

Capricorn 1 5 1 4 5 5 3 0 24

Aquarius 4 2 5 4 6 4 1 0 26

Pisces 6 5 4 4 6 2 5 0 32

LLegendsegends

Good

Bad

Mixed
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Sarvashtak Varga
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RahuRahu

20-04-1981 01:32
20-04-1999 13:32

Rahu 01-01-1984 05:44

Jupiter 26-05-1986 20:08

Saturn 01-04-1989 19:14

Mercury 20-10-1991 04:32

Ketu 06-11-1992 16:50

Venus 07-11-1995 10:50

Sun 01-10-1996 04:14

Moon 02-04-1998 01:14

Mars 20-04-1999 13:32

JupitJupiterer

20-04-1999 13:32
20-04-2015 13:32

Jupiter 07-06-2001 18:20

Saturn 20-12-2003 01:32

Mercury 26-03-2006 23:08

Ketu 02-03-2007 20:44

Venus 31-10-2009 20:44

Sun 20-08-2010 01:32

Moon 20-12-2011 01:32

Mars 24-11-2012 23:08

Rahu 20-04-2015 13:32

SSaturaturnn

20-04-2015 13:32
20-04-2034 07:32

Saturn 23-04-2018 08:35

Mercury 31-12-2020 11:44

Ketu 09-02-2022 07:23

Venus 10-04-2025 22:23

Sun 23-03-2026 22:05

Moon 23-10-2027 05:35

Mars 01-12-2028 01:14

Rahu 08-10-2031 00:20

Jupiter 20-04-2034 07:32

MMerercurcuryy

20-04-2034 07:32
20-04-2051 13:32

Mercury 15-09-2036 22:59

Ketu 13-09-2037 03:56

Venus 14-07-2040 00:56

Sun 20-05-2041 12:02

Moon 19-10-2042 22:32

Mars 17-10-2043 03:29

Rahu 05-05-2046 12:47

Jupiter 10-08-2048 10:23

Saturn 20-04-2051 13:32

KKetuetu

20-04-2051 13:32
20-04-2058 07:32

Ketu 16-09-2051 16:59

Venus 15-11-2052 19:59

Sun 23-03-2053 16:05

Moon 22-10-2053 17:35

Mars 20-03-2054 21:02

Rahu 08-04-2055 09:20

Jupiter 14-03-2056 06:56

Saturn 23-04-2057 02:35

Mercury 20-04-2058 07:32

VVenusenus

20-04-2058 07:32
20-04-2078 07:32

Venus 19-08-2061 19:32

Sun 20-08-2062 01:32

Moon 19-04-2064 19:32

Mars 19-06-2065 22:32

Rahu 19-06-2068 16:32

Jupiter 18-02-2071 16:32

Saturn 20-04-2074 07:32

Mercury 18-02-2077 04:32

Ketu 20-04-2078 07:32

Vimshottari Dasha - I
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SSunun

20-04-2078 07:32
19-04-2084 19:32

Sun 07-08-2078 21:20

Moon 06-02-2079 12:20

Mars 14-06-2079 08:26

Rahu 08-05-2080 01:50

Jupiter 24-02-2081 06:38

Saturn 06-02-2082 06:20

Mercury 13-12-2082 17:26

Ketu 20-04-2083 13:32

Venus 19-04-2084 19:32

MMoonoon

19-04-2084 19:32
20-04-2094 07:32

Moon 18-02-2085 04:32

Mars 19-09-2085 06:02

Rahu 21-03-2087 03:02

Jupiter 20-07-2088 03:02

Saturn 18-02-2090 10:32

Mercury 20-07-2091 21:02

Ketu 18-02-2092 22:32

Venus 19-10-2093 16:32

Sun 20-04-2094 07:32

MarsMars

20-04-2094 07:32
21-04-2101 01:32

Mars 16-09-2094 10:59

Rahu 04-10-2095 23:17

Jupiter 09-09-2096 20:53

Saturn 19-10-2097 16:32

Mercury 16-10-2098 21:29

Ketu 15-03-2099 00:56

Venus 15-05-2100 03:56

Sun 20-09-2100 00:02

Moon 21-04-2101 01:32

CCururrrent Underent Undergoing Dashagoing Dasha

Dasha Name Planets Start Date End Date

MAHADASHA Saturn 20-04-2015 13:32 20-04-2034 07:32

ANTARDASHA Mercury 23-04-2018 08:35 31-12-2020 11:44

PRTYANTAR DASHA Saturn 28-07-2020 19:50 31-12-2020 11:44

SOOKSHM DASHA Venus 22-09-2020 14:31 18-10-2020 13:10

* NO* NOTE : All the datTE : All the dates ares are indicating dasha end date indicating dasha end date.e.

Vimshottari Dasha - II
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PPingla (2 Yingla (2 Year)ear)

16-4-1985 14:46
16-4-1987 14:46

Pingla 27-5-1985 4:46

Dhanya 27-7-1985 1:46

Bhramari 16-10-1985 5:46

Bhadrika 25-1-1986 16:46

Ulka 27-5-1986 10:46

Siddha 16-10-1986 11:46

Sankata 27-3-1987 19:46

Mangla 16-4-1987 14:46

DhanDhanyya (a (3 Y3 Year)ear)

16-4-1987 14:46
16-4-1990 14:46

Dhanya 16-7-1987 22:16

Bhramari 15-11-1987 16:16

Bhadrika 15-4-1988 20:46

Ulka 15-10-1988 11:46

Siddha 16-5-1989 13:16

Sankata 15-1-1990 1:16

Mangla 14-2-1990 11:46

Pingla 16-4-1990 14:46

BhrBhramari (amari (4 Y4 Year)ear)

16-4-1990 14:46
16-4-1994 14:46

Bhramari 25-9-1990 22:46

Bhadrika 16-4-1991 20:46

Ulka 16-12-1991 8:46

Siddha 25-9-1992 10:46

Sankata 16-8-1993 2:46

Mangla 25-9-1993 16:46

Pingla 15-12-1993 20:46

Dhanya 16-4-1994 14:46

BhadrikBhadrika (5 Ya (5 Year)ear)

16-4-1994 14:46
16-4-1999 14:46

Bhadrika 26-12-1994 6:16

Ulka 26-10-1995 15:16

Siddha 15-10-1996 17:46

Sankata 25-11-1997 13:46

Mangla 15-1-1998 7:16

Pingla 26-4-1998 18:16

Dhanya 25-9-1998 22:46

Bhramari 16-4-1999 14:46

UlkUlka (6 Ya (6 Year)ear)

16-4-1999 14:46
16-4-2005 14:46

Ulka 15-4-2000 20:46

Siddha 15-6-2001 23:46

Sankata 15-10-2002 23:46

Mangla 15-12-2002 20:46

Pingla 16-4-2003 14:46

Dhanya 16-10-2003 5:46

Bhramari 15-6-2004 17:46

Bhadrika 16-4-2005 14:46

Siddha (Siddha (7 Y7 Year)ear)

16-4-2005 14:46
16-4-2012 14:46

Siddha 26-8-2006 18:16

Sankata 16-3-2008 22:16

Mangla 26-5-2008 22:46

Pingla 15-10-2008 23:46

Dhanya 17-5-2009 1:16

Bhramari 25-2-2010 3:16

Bhadrika 15-2-2011 5:46

Ulka 16-4-2012 14:46

Yogini Dasha - I
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SSankankata (ata (8 Y8 Year)ear)

16-4-2012 14:46
16-4-2020 14:46

Sankata 25-1-2014 22:46

Mangla 17-4-2014 2:46

Pingla 26-9-2014 10:46

Dhanya 27-5-2015 22:46

Bhramari 16-4-2016 14:46

Bhadrika 27-5-2017 10:46

Ulka 26-9-2018 10:46

Siddha 16-4-2020 14:46

Mangla (1 YMangla (1 Year)ear)

16-4-2020 14:46
16-4-2021 14:46

Mangla 26-4-2020 18:16

Pingla 17-5-2020 1:16

Dhanya 16-6-2020 11:46

Bhramari 27-7-2020 1:46

Bhadrika 15-9-2020 19:16

Ulka 15-11-2020 16:16

Siddha 25-1-2021 16:46

Sankata 16-4-2021 14:46

PPingla (2 Yingla (2 Year)ear)

16-4-2021 14:46
16-4-2023 14:46

Pingla 27-5-2021 4:46

Dhanya 27-7-2021 1:46

Bhramari 16-10-2021 5:46

Bhadrika 25-1-2022 16:46

Ulka 27-5-2022 10:46

Siddha 16-10-2022 11:46

Sankata 27-3-2023 19:46

Mangla 16-4-2023 14:46

DhanDhanyya (a (3 Y3 Year)ear)

16-4-2023 14:46
16-4-2026 14:46

Dhanya 16-7-2023 22:16

Bhramari 15-11-2023 16:16

Bhadrika 15-4-2024 20:46

Ulka 15-10-2024 11:46

Siddha 16-5-2025 13:16

Sankata 15-1-2026 1:16

Mangla 14-2-2026 11:46

Pingla 16-4-2026 14:46

BhrBhramari (amari (4 Y4 Year)ear)

16-4-2026 14:46
16-4-2030 14:46

Bhramari 25-9-2026 22:46

Bhadrika 16-4-2027 20:46

Ulka 16-12-2027 8:46

Siddha 25-9-2028 10:46

Sankata 16-8-2029 2:46

Mangla 25-9-2029 16:46

Pingla 15-12-2029 20:46

Dhanya 16-4-2030 14:46

BhadrikBhadrika (5 Ya (5 Year)ear)

16-4-2030 14:46
16-4-2035 14:46

Bhadrika 26-12-2030 6:16

Ulka 26-10-2031 15:16

Siddha 15-10-2032 17:46

Sankata 25-11-2033 13:46

Mangla 15-1-2034 7:16

Pingla 26-4-2034 18:16

Dhanya 25-9-2034 22:46

Bhramari 16-4-2035 14:46

Yogini Dasha - II
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UlkUlka (6 Ya (6 Year)ear)

16-4-2035 14:46
16-4-2041 14:46

Ulka 15-4-2036 20:46

Siddha 15-6-2037 23:46

Sankata 15-10-2038 23:46

Mangla 15-12-2038 20:46

Pingla 16-4-2039 14:46

Dhanya 16-10-2039 5:46

Bhramari 15-6-2040 17:46

Bhadrika 16-4-2041 14:46

Siddha (Siddha (7 Y7 Year)ear)

16-4-2041 14:46
16-4-2048 14:46

Siddha 26-8-2042 18:16

Sankata 16-3-2044 22:16

Mangla 26-5-2044 22:46

Pingla 15-10-2044 23:46

Dhanya 17-5-2045 1:16

Bhramari 25-2-2046 3:16

Bhadrika 15-2-2047 5:46

Ulka 16-4-2048 14:46

SSankankata (ata (8 Y8 Year)ear)

16-4-2048 14:46
16-4-2056 14:46

Sankata 25-1-2050 22:46

Mangla 17-4-2050 2:46

Pingla 26-9-2050 10:46

Dhanya 27-5-2051 22:46

Bhramari 16-4-2052 14:46

Bhadrika 27-5-2053 10:46

Ulka 26-9-2054 10:46

Siddha 16-4-2056 14:46

Mangla (1 YMangla (1 Year)ear)

16-4-2056 14:46
16-4-2057 14:46

Mangla 26-4-2056 18:16

Pingla 17-5-2056 1:16

Dhanya 16-6-2056 11:46

Bhramari 27-7-2056 1:46

Bhadrika 15-9-2056 19:16

Ulka 15-11-2056 16:16

Siddha 25-1-2057 16:46

Sankata 16-4-2057 14:46

* NO* NOTE : All the datTE : All the dates ares aree
indicating dasha endindicating dasha end

datdate.e.

Yogini Dasha - III
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LibrLibra (11 Ya (11 Year)ear)

15-10-1985
15-10-1996

Scorpio 15-9-1986

Sagittarius 15-8-1987

Capricorn 15-7-1988

Aquarius 15-6-1989

Pisces 15-5-1990

Aries 15-4-1991

Taurus 15-3-1992

Gemini 15-2-1993

Cancer 15-1-1994

Leo 15-12-1994

Virgo 15-11-1995

Libra 15-10-1996

SSccororpio (pio (3 Y3 Year)ear)

15-10-1996
15-10-1999

Libra 15-1-1997

Virgo 15-4-1997

Leo 15-7-1997

Cancer 15-10-1997

Gemini 15-1-1998

Taurus 15-4-1998

Aries 15-7-1998

Pisces 15-10-1998

Aquarius 15-1-1999

Capricorn 15-4-1999

Sagittarius 15-7-1999

Scorpio 15-10-1999

SSagittarius (1 Yagittarius (1 Year)ear)

15-10-1999
15-10-2000

Scorpio 15-11-1999

Libra 15-12-1999

Virgo 15-1-2000

Leo 15-2-2000

Cancer 15-3-2000

Gemini 15-4-2000

Taurus 15-5-2000

Aries 15-6-2000

Pisces 15-7-2000

Aquarius 15-8-2000

Capricorn 15-9-2000

Sagittarius 15-10-2000

CapricCapricororn (2 Yn (2 Year)ear)

15-10-2000
15-10-2002

Sagittarius 15-12-2000

Scorpio 15-2-2001

Libra 15-4-2001

Virgo 15-6-2001

Leo 15-8-2001

Cancer 15-10-2001

Gemini 15-12-2001

Taurus 15-2-2002

AAquarius (10 Yquarius (10 Year)ear)

15-10-2002
15-10-2012

Pisces 15-8-2003

Aries 15-6-2004

Taurus 15-4-2005

Gemini 15-2-2006

Cancer 15-12-2006

Leo 15-10-2007

Virgo 15-8-2008

Libra 15-6-2009

PPisiscces (2 Yes (2 Year)ear)

15-10-2012
15-10-2014

Aries 15-12-2012

Taurus 15-2-2013

Gemini 15-4-2013

Cancer 15-6-2013

Leo 15-8-2013

Virgo 15-10-2013

Libra 15-12-2013

Scorpio 15-2-2014

Char Dasha
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Aries 15-4-2002

Pisces 15-6-2002

Aquarius 15-8-2002

Capricorn 15-10-2002

Scorpio 15-4-2010

Sagittarius 15-2-2011

Capricorn 15-12-2011

Aquarius 15-10-2012

Sagittarius 15-4-2014

Capricorn 15-6-2014

Aquarius 15-8-2014

Pisces 15-10-2014

Aries (Aries (4 Y4 Year)ear)

15-10-2014
15-10-2018

Taurus 15-2-2015

Gemini 15-6-2015

Cancer 15-10-2015

Leo 15-2-2016

Virgo 15-6-2016

Libra 15-10-2016

Scorpio 15-2-2017

Sagittarius 15-6-2017

Capricorn 15-10-2017

Aquarius 15-2-2018

Pisces 15-6-2018

Aries 15-10-2018

TTaurus (aurus (4 Y4 Year)ear)

15-10-2018
15-10-2022

Aries 15-2-2019

Pisces 15-6-2019

Aquarius 15-10-2019

Capricorn 15-2-2020

Sagittarius 15-6-2020

Scorpio 15-10-2020

Libra 15-2-2021

Virgo 15-6-2021

Leo 15-10-2021

Cancer 15-2-2022

Gemini 15-6-2022

Taurus 15-10-2022

Gemini (Gemini (4 Y4 Year)ear)

15-10-2022
15-10-2026

Taurus 15-2-2023

Aries 15-6-2023

Pisces 15-10-2023

Aquarius 15-2-2024

Capricorn 15-6-2024

Sagittarius 15-10-2024

Scorpio 15-2-2025

Libra 15-6-2025

Virgo 15-10-2025

Leo 15-2-2026

Cancer 15-6-2026

Gemini 15-10-2026

CancCancer (9 Yer (9 Year)ear)

15-10-2026
15-10-2035

Gemini 15-7-2027

Taurus 15-4-2028

Aries 15-1-2029

Pisces 15-10-2029

Aquarius 15-7-2030

LLeo (11 Yeo (11 Year)ear)

15-10-2035
15-10-2046

Virgo 15-9-2036

Libra 15-8-2037

Scorpio 15-7-2038

Sagittarius 15-6-2039

Capricorn 15-5-2040

VVirirgo (11 Ygo (11 Year)ear)

15-10-2046
15-10-2057

Libra 15-9-2047

Scorpio 15-8-2048

Sagittarius 15-7-2049

Capricorn 15-6-2050

Aquarius 15-5-2051
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* NO* NOTE : All the datTE : All the dates ares are indicating dasha end date indicating dasha end date.e.

Capricorn 15-4-2031

Sagittarius 15-1-2032

Scorpio 15-10-2032

Libra 15-7-2033

Virgo 15-4-2034

Leo 15-1-2035

Cancer 15-10-2035

Aquarius 15-4-2041

Pisces 15-3-2042

Aries 15-2-2043

Taurus 15-1-2044

Gemini 15-12-2044

Cancer 15-11-2045

Leo 15-10-2046

Pisces 15-4-2052

Aries 15-3-2053

Taurus 15-2-2054

Gemini 15-1-2055

Cancer 15-12-2055

Leo 15-11-2056

Virgo 15-10-2057
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Rahu and Ketu are two nodes of Moon and they are regarded as full-

fledged planets in Vedic Astrology. They are considered as most

dreaded planets due to their heavy karmic effects.If all the 7 planets

are situated between Rahu and Ketu then Kaal Sarp Yog is formed.

Most of the the Kalasarpa dosha effects are negative, while few

can be positive too.Rahu or Ketu gives sudden positive changes

which are huge and can happen overnight or within a span of few

days.

Anant Kulik Vasuki Shankhpal

Padma Mahapadma Takshak Karkotak

Shankhchoor Ghatak Vishdhar Sheshnaag

PPrresesencence of Kalse of Kalsararppa ya yoga in yoga in your Horour Horososccopeope

KalsKalsararppa is not pra is not presesentent

Congrats !!

Kalsarpa dosha is not detected in your horoscope.

KalsKalsararppa Namea Name

NO

DirDirectionection

--

Kalsarpa Dosha
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KalsKalsararppa Dosha Efa Dosha Efffectect
Generally Kaal Sarp dosh – Yog gives struggle to native in all matters of life, related to health,wealth,

career, profession, love, marriage, children and many other things related to our life, but it is very

important to find out the exact effect of a Kaal Sarp dosh – Yoga in the native horoscope. Is it giving

bad effects and struggle in health, wealth, career, profession, love, marriage, children or other things

related to our life? How would you know ?

This can be judged by position of the Rahu and ketu in different houses of natal chart, for example if

Rahu is placed in 1st house and ketu is in 7th house the person will have the difficulties in health and

wealth as the 1st house indicates the health and the struggle of life of the native, thus if rahu is in 2nd

house the person may have the struggle and difficulties with family relations, wealth, and other

related things to 2nd house. Thus we can judge the effects of a Kaal Sarp Dosh – Yog in 12 house of

the natal chart and it make 12 types of Kaal Sarp Dosh – Yoga.

RRemedies Of kemedies Of kaal Saal Sararp Doshp Dosh

- Following are the remedies for Kalsarpa dosha -

- Rudrabhisheka - a puja to Lord Shiva can be performed on a solar or lunar eclipse or on Mahashivratri

at Mahakaleshwar temple, Ujjain Temple.

- Install an energized Kaal Sarpa Yog yantra at the place of veneration or puja room at home and worship

it daily.

- Get a Kalsarpa dosha nivaran pooja performed on a Wednesday or Friday to negate the malefic effects

of Rahu.

- Get a Dashansh Homa or Yajna done on Nag Panchami day in the month of Shravan in a temple or near

a holy river.

- Donate fresh reddish.

- Wear a 14 faced rudraksha or a combination of 8+9 faced rudraksha.

Kalsarpa Dosha Effect
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What is manglik doshaWhat is manglik dosha??
In the boy or the girls horoscope when Mars,Sun,Saturn,Rahu Or Ketu

is in ascendant, fourth house, seventh house, eighth house or twelth

house then it is called Manglik dosh.

Manglik dosh is considered stronger when Mars is placed in the

ascendant than when Mars is conjoined with Moon in ascendant.

Ifaccording to the Shastras the Manglik dosh of both the boy and the

girlis getting cancelled then they are guaranteed a happily married life.

On the other hand, if this Manglik dosh is not cancelled then they are likely to face unnecessary problems

andhurdles in life.

So one must begin his/her married life after getting their horoscopes thoroughly matched. After getting the

Manglik dosh properly cancelled the native shall be bestowed with a peaceful and wealthy life.

लग्ने व्यये सुखे वािप सप्तमे वा अष्टमे कुजे |
शुभ दृग् योग हीने च पितं हिन्त न संशयम् ||

Manglik AnalysisManglik Analysis

Manglik RManglik Reporteport
The manglik dosha is present in your horoscope, however it is less effective. With some remedies

related to mangalik dosha this can be reduced further.

TTOOTTAL MAL MANGLIK PERANGLIK PERCENTCENTAAGEGE 2222.5%.5%

Manglik Analysis - I
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BasBased On Housed On Housee

Planet Ketu is situated in First house in your birth
chart.

Planet Saturn is in Second house in your horoscope.

Planet Rahu is situated in Seventh house in your
birth chart.

Planet Sun is situated in Twefth house in your birth
chart.

BasBased On Aspectsed On Aspects

Seventh house of your birth chart is aspected by
Ketu

Your first house in birth chart is aspected by planet
Rahu.

Saturn is aspecting eighth house of your birth chart.

Fourth house of your birth chart is aspected by
Saturn

Your fifth house in birth chart is aspected by planet
Mars.

Your fifth house in birth chart is aspected by planet
Ketu.

Mars is aspecting second house of your birth chart.

RRemedies Of Manglik Doshaemedies Of Manglik Dosha

- Install an energized Mangal Yantra in your place of worship. Meditate on the triangular Mangal Yantra

along with the recitation of Mangal mantra: Om Kram Krim Krom Sah Bhomayay Namah.

- In the evening, visit a Hanuman temple draw a triangle with red kumkum (roli) on a plate and worship

Hanumanji with sindoor or red sandalwood, red flowers and a lighted lamp.

- Worship Lord Hanuman with the mantra:

"||OM SHREEM HANUMATE NAMAH||"

Manglik Analysis - II
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What is pitrWhat is pitra dosha ?a dosha ?
Pitra Dosha is a Karmic Debt of the ancestors and reflected in the

horoscope in the form of planetary combinations. It can also happen

due to the neglect of ancestors and not providing them their proper

due in the form of shraddh or charity or spiritual upliftments.

PPitritra dosha analysisa dosha analysis

Congratulations !! Your horoscope is free from Pitra Dosha.

IS PITRIS PITRA DOSHA PREA DOSHA PRESENT IN YSENT IN YOUR HOROUR HOROSOSCCOPE ?OPE ? NoNo

Pitra Dosha Report
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What is SWhat is Sadhesadhesati doshaati dosha??
Sadhe Sati refers to the seven-and-a-half year period in which Saturn

moves through three signs, the moon sign, one before the moon and

the one after it. Sadhe Sati starts when Saturn (Shani) enters the 12th

sign from the birth Moon sign and ends when Saturn leaves 2nd sign

from the birth Moon sign. Since Saturn approximately takes around

two and half years to transit a sign which is called Shani's dhaiya it

takes around seven and half year to transit three signs and that is why

it is known as Sadhe Sati. Generally Sade-Sati comes thrice in a

horoscope in the life time - first in childhood, second in youth & third in old-age. First Sade-Sati has effect on

education & parents. Second Sade-Sati has effect on profession, finance & family. The last one affects health

more than anything else.

PPrresesencence Of Se Of Sadhesadhesati In Yati In Your Horour Horososccopeope

SSadhesadhesati is not Pati is not Prresesentent

No, currently you are not undergoing Sadhesati.

Consideration Date 10-10-2020

Saturn Sign Capricorn

Moon Sign Libra

Saturn retrograde No

Sadhesati Analysis - I
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Moon
Sign

Saturn
Sign

Saturn
retrograde

Phase
Type

Date Summary

Libra Sagittarius --
SETTING-
END

17-12-1987
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Libra Virgo --
RISING-
START

10-9-2009 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Libra Libra --
PEAK-
START

15-11-2011
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Libra Libra Yes
RISING-
START

16-5-2012 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Libra Libra --
PEAK-
START

4-8-2012
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Libra Scorpio --
SETTING-
START

2-11-2014
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Libra Sagittarius --
SETTING-
END

27-1-2017
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Libra Sagittarius Yes
SETTING-
START

21-6-2017
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Libra Sagittarius --
SETTING-
END

26-10-2017
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Libra Virgo --
RISING-
START

22-10-2038 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Libra Virgo Yes
RISING-
END

5-4-2039
Sadhesati Rise Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Libra Virgo --
RISING-
START

13-7-2039 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Libra Libra --
PEAK-
START

28-1-2041
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Libra Libra Yes
RISING-
START

6-2-2041 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Libra Libra --
PEAK-
START

26-9-2041
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Libra Scorpio -- SETTING- 12-12-2043 Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak

Sadhesati Analysis - II
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Moon
Sign

Saturn
Sign

Saturn
retrograde

Phase
Type

Date Summary

START Phase ending.

Libra Scorpio Yes
PEAK-
START

23-6-2044
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Libra Scorpio --
SETTING-
START

30-8-2044
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Libra Sagittarius --
SETTING-
END

8-12-2046
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Libra Virgo --
RISING-
START

30-8-2068 Sadhesati Rise Phase starting.

Libra Libra --
PEAK-
START

4-11-2070
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Libra Scorpio --
SETTING-
START

5-2-2073
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Libra Scorpio Yes
PEAK-
START

30-3-2073
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Libra Scorpio Yes
PEAK-
START

1-4-2073
Sadhesati Peak Phase starting with Rise Phase
ending.

Libra Scorpio --
SETTING-
START

23-10-2073
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Libra Sagittarius --
SETTING-
END

16-1-2076
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.

Libra Sagittarius Yes
SETTING-
START

10-7-2076
Sadhesati Setting Phase starting with Peak
Phase ending.

Libra Sagittarius --
SETTING-
END

12-10-2076
Sadhesati Setting Phase ending and with this
Sadhesati is also ending.
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SSadhesadhesati Rati Remediesemedies

- Following are the remedies for Sadhe Sati -

- Give respect to your subordinate, servant, poor and lower class people.

- Serve and respect your parents and elderly people.

- Recite Shri Hanuman Chalisa.

- Shani Yantra is used to pacify an afflicted Shani and get blessings of Lord Shani. When Saturn is malefic

in a horoscope due to wrong placement, Sadhe Sati or Small Affliction, use of Shani Yantra is very

Beneficial.

- It is good and beneficial to fast on Saturdays starting from sunrise to ending at sunset when Sadhe Sati

is in effect.

- Donate urad (a type of pulse), oil, sapphire, black sesame seeds, black buffalo, iron, money and black

clothes as per your financial situation to poor and needy people.

- Wearing of seven faced Rudraksha tends to mitigate the ill effects of Sadhe Sati.

Sadhesati Effect & Remedies
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Each planet has its unique corresponding astrological gemstone which radiates the same

cosmic color energies as the planet itself. The gemstones work by reflection of positive

rays or absorption of negative rays. Wearing the appropriate gemstone can increase the

corresponding planet’s positive effect on it wearer as the gem filters and allows only the

positive vibrations to penetrate in the wearer’s body.

The Ascendant or the LAGNA

signifies the body and everything

related to it, viz health, longevity,

name, status, life path, etc. In

short, it holds the essence of the

whole life. Hence the gemstone

corresponding to the LAGNESH,

the lord of the Ascendant is called

the LIFE STONE. One can and

should wear this stone throughout

life to fully experience and exploit

its advantages and powers.

LIFE SLIFE STTONEONE

DIAMOND

The Fifth house of the birth chart

is another auspicious house. The

fifth house is the significator of the

intellect, higher education,

children, windfall gains etc. this

house is also the STHANA of

PURVA PUNYA KARMAS i.e. past

good deeds. Hence it is considered

to be an auspicious house. The

gemstone corresponding to the

lord of the fifth house is called the

BENEFIC STONE.

BENEFIC SBENEFIC STTONEONE

BLUE SAPPHIRE

The Ninth house of a birth chart

is called the BHAGYA STHAANA viz

the House of Luck or Destiny. This

house is related to fortune,

success, merits and achievements,

knowledge, etc. This is the house

which indicates the fruits one will

be able to enjoy due to the good

deeds done by him in the previous

births. The gemstone

corresponding to the lord of the

ninth house is called the LUCKY

STONE.

LLUCKUCKY SY STTONEONE

EMERALD

Gemstone Suggestions
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LIFE SLIFE STTONE - DiamondONE - Diamond Substitutes Opal/Zircon

Finger Little

Weight 1 - 4.25 Caret

Day Friday

Deity Venus

Metal Silver

DesDescriptioncription
Diamond is the gemstone ruled by

Venus.Wearing Diamond brings patience,

success, wealth, prosperity,purity. Wearing

diamond makes a person fearless, wise,

well mannered.Diamond makes one

proficient in religious scriptures.Diamond

protects from the bad influences of evil

spirits and snake bites.

WWeight and metaleight and metal
Diamond should be worn with at least 1-1/2

carats in weight . It should be set in the

platinum or silver ring. The ring should be

made such that the stone touches skin.

TTime time to wearo wear
Diamond should worn on a Friday

morning of the bright half of lunar

month.

MantrMantraa
Once the energizing rituals are

completed one must worship stone

with flower and incense. For Diamond

following mantra to be recited 108

times.

।। ◌ॐ दर्ां दर्ीं दर्ौं सः शुकर्ाय नमः
।।

EEnernergizing Ritualsgizing Rituals
Before wearing Diamond it one

should keep the ring immersed in

unboiled milk or ganges water for

sometime.

FFingeringer
After the recitation on mantra the diamond

should be worn in the little finger of right

hand.

SSubstitutubstituteses
One can also use the substitutes for

Diamond like White Sapphire, White Zircon

and White Tourmaline.

CautionCaution
One should take care that Diamond should

not be worn with Ruby, Perl, Red Coral and

Yellow Sapphire.

LIFE STONE
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BENEFIC SBENEFIC STTONE - BlueONE - Blue
SSapphirapphiree

Substitutes Amethyst

Finger Middle

Weight 3 - 4.25 Caret

Day Saturday

Deity Saturn

Metal Silver

DesDescriptioncription
Blue Sapphire is the gemstone ruled by

Saturn.Wearing Blue Sapphire brings health,

wealth, longevity, happiness, prosperity,

name and fame.

WWeight and metaleight and metal
Blue Sapphire should weighed at least 5

carats.It should be set in steel or ashta

dhatu. The ring should be made such that

the stone touches skin.

TTime time to wearo wear
Blue Sapphire should be worn on a

Saturday two hours before Sunset.

MantrMantraa
Once the energizing rituals are

completed one must worship stone

with flower and incense. For Blue

Sapphire following mantra to be

recited 108 times.

।। ◌ॐ पर्ां पर्ीं पर्ौं सः शनैश्चराय
नमः ।।

EEnernergizing Ritualsgizing Rituals
Before wearing the Blue Sapphire it

one should keep the ring immersed in

unboiled milk or ganges water for

sometime.

FFingeringer
After the recitation on mantra the Blue

Sapphire should be worn in the middle

finger of right hand.

SSubstitutubstituteses
One can also use the substitutes for Blue

Sapphire like Blue Zircon, Amethyst, Blue

Tourmaline, Lapis Lazuli, Blue Spinel and

Neeli.

CautionCaution
One should take care that Red Coral should

not be worn with Emerald, Diamond, Blue

Sapphire, Gomedha and Cat's Eye and their

substitues.

BENEFIC STONE
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LLUCKUCKY SY STTONE - EONE - Emermeraldald Substitutes Onyx

Finger Little

Weight 4 - 6.25 Caret

Day Wednesday

Deity Mercury

Metal Gold

DesDescriptioncription
Emerald is the gemstone ruled by

Mercury.Wearing Emerald brings good

health, strong body, wealth, property, good

eye sight.Emerald protects from evil spirits,

snake bites, bad influences of evil eye.

Emerald cures and affords protection from

epilespy, insanity , bad dreams.

WWeight and metaleight and metal
Emerald should weigh more than 3 carats.It

should be set in gold ring. The ring should

be made such that the stone touches skin.

TTime time to wearo wear
Emerald should be worn on a

Wednesday morning about two hours

after Sunrise on the bright half of

lunar month.

MantrMantraa
Once the energizing rituals are

completed one must worship stone

with flower and incense. For Emerald

following mantra to be recited 108

times.

।। ◌ॐ बर्ां बर्ौं सः बुधाय नमः ।।

EEnernergizing Ritualsgizing Rituals
Before wearing the Emerald it one

should keep the ring immersed in

unboiled milk or ganges water for

sometime.

FFingeringer
After the recitation on mantra the Emerald

should be worn in the little finger of right

hand.

SSubstitutubstituteses
One can also use the substitutes for

Emerald like Aquamarine, Peridot, green

zircon, green Agate or Jade.

CautionCaution
One should take care that Emerald should

not be worn with Red Coral, Perl, Yellow

Sapphire and their substitutes.

LUCKY STONE
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SSeevven Fen Facaced Red Rudrudrakaksha (Ssha (Saat Maat Mukhiukhi))

|| Om Hum Namah ||

YYou arou are re rececommended tommended to wear SEVEN Fo wear SEVEN FAACED RCED Rudrudrakaksha.sha.

Saturn rules this 7 faced bead. Among all the planets, Saturn enjoys the encomium

of being a master-yogi. The domain of Saturn and the aura surrounding it gets

evangelised. The wearer of this Rudraksha begins to break loose of Saturn's

influences.

Its usefulness in overcoming impotency, cold, obstructions. By wearing Seven Faced

Rudraksha man can progress in business and service and spends his life happily. It

is also helpful in curing long standing diseases. It is helpful for achieving wealth

Rudraksha Report
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3
DestinDestiny Numbery Number

6
Radical NumberRadical Number

4
Name NumberName Number

Your Name Ram Krishna

Date of birth 15-10-1985

Radical Number 6

Radical Ruler Venus

Friendly Numbers 4,3,9

Neutral Numbers 2,5,7

Evil Numbers 1,8

Favourable Days Thursday, Tuesday, Friday

Favourable Stone Diamond, Opal

Favourable Sub Stone Zircon, White Sapphire

Favourable God Devi

Favourable Metal Silver

Favourable Color White

Favourable Mantra || Om Shum Shukray Namah ||

Favourable Points
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About YAbout Youou

FFaavvourourable Fable Fast timingsast timings

Your Radical number is 6. Its ruling planet is Venus. Due to the influence of Radical

number 6, you will have magnetic attraction. You will be affable and fond of friends.

Due to these properties you will be liked by people. It will be natural for you to be

attracted towards beauty and beautiful things. You will be fascinated by opposite

sex, and to keep relations with beautiful men/women and to chat with them will be

your nature. You will be interested in fine arts, which you can also opt as your

career or business. You will be fond of music-literature, paintings, and sculptures

etc.

You will fancy good clothes and well decorated homes. You will pride in entertaining

guests. You would love to keep all articles in your home and office, well decorated

and to maintain choicest furniture, curtains etc. By nature, you will be little

headstrong. You will try to ensure that any person talking to you accepts your

viewpoint. Sticking to your views and jealousies are also part of your nature. It will

be difficult for you to tolerate competition in your work. This may lead to stress and

guilt. You will maintain your expertise in winning hearts. You will have plenty of

friends as you are adept in winning attachment.

Observe fast on Friday for eliminating the malefic effects of Venus.

This should be continued for 21 or 31 Fridays. Wear white clothes and donate white

goods. As much as possible, recite Shukra mantra on crystal beads.

Numerology Report - I
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FFaavvourourable Godable God

FFaavvourourable Gable Gaayyatri Mantratri Mantra Fa For Yor Youou

FFaavvourourable dhable dhyyan timingsan timings

Worship shukra or Goddess Durga. Recite mantra "Om Hreem Dum Durgaye

Namah" daily minimum 108 times.

Observe fast on Ashtami (8th date of Indian calendar) and read Durga Saptashati.

By this you will be rid of different problems and diseases. If this is not possible for

you then look at the picture of Devi Durga daily in morning.

.

In order to increase the benefic effects of Venus you should recite the Sukra Gayatri

Mantra in the morning 11, 21 or 108 times. Mantra : ||"Om Bhrigujay Vidmahe

Divyadehay Dheemahi Tanno Shukrah Prachodyat" ||

.

Concentrate on Sukra (Venus) in the morning after getting up, establish a picture of

Sukra in your mind and recite the following mantra. || Himkundmrinalabham,

Daityanaam Param Gurum, Sarva Shastra pravaktaram, Bhargavam

Pranamamyaham.||

Numerology Report - II
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FFaavvourourable Mantrable Mantraa

FFaavvourourable Table Time Fime For Yor Youou

You should recite shukra mantra for converting a malefic shukra (Venus) into a

favourable planet. By reciting it minimum 108 times daily can render desired

results.

The complete course is of 106 malas i.e. 106 x 108 times. You will yourself be able to

feel its effect. Mantra : ||"Om Dram Dreem Drom Sah Shukray Namah"|| 16000

times

According to western view the sun is in Taurus from 21st April to 21st May and in

Libra from 24th September to 13th October. According to Indian view these periods

are 13th May to 14th June and from 17th October to 13th November.

These signs belong to Venus and 14th March to 12th April i.e. in Pisces, the Venus is

exalted. Therefore above mentioned periods are lucky for persons belonging to

Radical number 6 for staring any new work or for an important work.

Numerology Report - III
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About yAbout your qualitiesour qualities

FFaavvourourable Vastuable Vastu

The number 6 stands in symbolism for the planet Venus.As a rule you are externally

magnetic, you attract others to you, and you are loved and often worshipped by

those under you. You are very determined in carrying out your plans, and may,

infect, be deemed obstinate and unyielding, except when you are yourselves

become deeply attached in such a case you become devoted slaves to those you

love.

Although you are considered to be influence by the planet Venus, yet as a rule yours

is more the mother love than the sensual, you lean to the romantic and ideal in all

matters of the affections. In some ways you take very strongly after the supposed

qualities of Venus, in that you love beautiful things. You make most artistic homes

and are fond of rich colors also paintings, statuary and music. When roused by

anger you will brook no opposition, will fight to death for whatever person or cause

you espouse, are out of your sense of beauty.

If you desire to build your own house, select correct direction for it. For you South-

East (Agni kon) is good. If the number of house is from 3, 6 or 9, it will be good.

Reside in South-East of the city or South-East portion of your house. This will be

good for you. If you follow these rules in your employment it will be beneficial for

you. The color of your house or furniture should be light blue or sky blue.

Numerology Report - IV
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AsAsccendant Rendant Report - Libreport - Libraa

Lord Venus

Symbol The Scales

Characteristics Airy, Movable, West

Lucky gems Diamond

Day of fast Tuesday

देहं रूपं च ज्ञानं च वणर्ं चैव बलाबलम् |
सुखं दुःखं स्वभावञ्च लग्नभावािन्नरीक्षयेत ||

People with Libra rising tend to be charming, refined, attractive in some manner,

gracious, appealing, indecisive, cooperative, sociable, creative, artistic, perhaps

musically inclined, harmonious, and wanting to please and not make waves.

You seek the approval and support of others.You may 'need' the company of others

and hate to be by yourself.You are apt to try too hard to please others and

compromise your own principles in order to be liked or to be popular.

Yet you can also be very self-centered.You have a
difficult time saying 'no'.You cannot stand disorder
and disharmony and want everything to be balanced,
poised, and harmonious.

“

You like looking at all sides of an issue before making up your mind.You love to

compare things and find analogies.You enjoy argument, yet you can be very

diplomatic with a friendly exterior.

Looks are important to you.You tend to attract whatever it is that you need without

any real effort on your part.Venus rules Libra so Venus will be important in your

Ascendant Report
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chart.

SSpiritual lesspiritual lesson ton to learo learnn

Decisiveness, especially in relationships.

PPositivositive Te Trraitsaits

Charming Easy Going Romantic Idealist

NegativNegative Te Trraitsaits

Indecisive Resentful Easily Influenced Manipulative
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Personalized Planet Profiles



SSun is in yun is in your horour horososccope in Tope in Twelfwelfth housth housee

There is the desire or the need to serve others in this lifetime.At times this is in direct conflict with a desire to

seek seclusion from the world and/or wallow in self-pity seeking sympathy and service from others.You have an

awareness of the oneness of life

You may lack confidence in your abilities.You have an empathy with sick or mentally disturbed people

You may develop or have clairvoyant powers and an interest in occult subjects and psychic phenomena.You may

Sun is said to be the significator (Karaka) of health, vitality, energy, strength,

father,honour, prestige, pride, fame, courage and personal power. Sun is royal and

aristocratic planet which represents the conscious ego and the soul and deals with self

realisation.

SSun is in yun is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Virgo
Planet Degree

27:57:58
Nakshatra

Chitra - 2

Lord Of

Eleventh House
Is in

Twelfth House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Bala

Sun is Malefic in your horoscope

This life may be a contemplative life due to the need to reshape
negative character traits from past lives

“

Sun - Surya
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enjoy playing the martyr

SSun is in yun is in your horour horososccope in Vope in Virirgo signgo sign

You have curious and inquiring minds, with keen analysis and excellent memories.You enjoy analyzing people,

situations, and problems.You can also be aloof, skeptical, and picky.At times you get very sarcastic, and

depressed, this makes your very critical and pessimistic towards any approach of life

You are also whiny, and self-centered.You always want to know how, why, when and where.It is sometimes hard

for a you to relax because boredom is something you cannot stand.You want to be busy, either doing or

learning

You do want to be the boss as service is more important than leadership to you.You push yourself so hard to be

perfect, you have a tendency to look for perfection in others.If you find it lacking, you can become pretty critical

and faultfinding.This causes tension and can affect your health, causing intestinal disorders

You have a very good analytical skills which is very helpful in life“

SSunun
MantrMantraa

|| Om Hring Hr|| Om Hring Hraung Saung Sururyyaay Namah ||y Namah ||
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MMoon is in yoon is in your horour horososccope in Fope in First housirst housee

Moodiness and changeability are keywords for you.These emotions can bring on much indecisiveness,

uncertainty, and insecurity.You are sensitive and perhaps worry too much over what people might think or say

about you.Forget about pleasing everyone (it can't be done) and instead focus on doing your best.Develop self-

confidence and the courage to be different and don't let it get to you.You can be very sensitive to your

environment so do not go to places that might bring up ill feelings or bad memories in you

Your sub-conscious is probably very strong and sometimes quite unmanageable.Be less sensitive to the real or

imagined slights of the people around you.Stay positive.You can be quite restless and impulsive.Your mother

Moon has the capacity to influence the mind, will power and emotions. Moon is

connected with water and natural forces, it’s a wavering planet which deals with

changes.

MMoon is in yoon is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Libra
Planet Degree

09:59:27
Nakshatra

Swati - 1

Lord Of

Tenth House
Is in

First House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Kumara

Moon is Malefic in your horoscope

Being self-conscious about your appearance can also bring about
mood swings

“

Moon - Chandra
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perhaps affected you greatly as you were growing up.Some of your strengths and many of your weaknesses are

probably due to this

Her influence is and may continue to be strong, both for good or ill.Concerning vocation: the emphasis is upon

your individuality and doing your own thing.Try to find something that allows you to express your own

uniqueness within your work.Find something that you can really put your heart and soul into.Without that deep

emotional connection you will simply go through the motions and be unhappy in and with your work

MMoon is in yoon is in your horour horososccope in Librope in Libra signa sign

You are kind, sympathetic, agreeable, optimistic, fair, and very fond of social pleasures.You are a considerate

and thoughtful friend, and have a real flair for making others feel accepted and appreciated.There is love of art

and music with perhaps decided ability as a performer.You have a need for people and relationships

You avoid personal confrontations or any expression of intense, unpleasant behavior or emotion.You strive for

peace, harmony, and perfect balance.You feel unsuited for menial physical labor and you hate to get your

hands dirty.Your desire to be liked by everyone may cause you to seek peace at any price, thus you can be

evasive on issues due to your desire to keep the peace

At the same time you probably possess good reasoning powers
and the ability to form correct judgments

“

MMoonoon
MantrMantraa

|| Om Aing Kling S|| Om Aing Kling Somaomay Namah ||y Namah ||
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Mars is in yMars is in your horour horososccope in Eleope in Elevventh housenth housee

You have strong desires and wishes, social leadership ability and many casual associations with energetic and

enterprising friends.You probably put a lot of energy into your friendships

You can be taken advantage of by friends or you can take advantage of them.Active participation in group

activities suits you well

Leadership within the group also appeals to you

As per astrology Mars is the planet which deals with courage and dictatorship. Mars is

considered as the planet of action and expansion.

Mars is in yMars is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Leo
Planet Degree

28:26:06
Nakshatra

Uttra Phalguni - 1

Lord Of

Seventh,Second House
Is in

Eleventh House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Mrit

Mars is undefined in your horoscope

It is important that you seek the right type of friendships“

Mars - Mangal
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Mars is in yMars is in your horour horososccope in Lope in Leo signeo sign

You are proud and probably have a big ego.You want to excel, to stand out and be recognized for who and what

you are.It is difficult for you to take orders or to stay in the background.You like to be noticed and will do things

in a dramatic manner just to get attention and be seen.You hate being wrong and may insist that you are always

right.You are forceful, strong, energetic, artistically creative, determined, and highly competitive.You play hard,

you play to win, and you do not give up easily

In fact, you see life as a competitive sport, game or performance.You love admiration and applause, and you

have a strong sense of personal honor and integrity.You tend to be very self-confident, even arrogant.But you

may become self-conscious, defensive, and rather belligerent if your self-confidence is shaken.You tend to be

enthusiastic, rather impulsive, full of energy, and ambitious.You are very ardent in matters of love and will

pursue your love interest with great fervor and passion, letting nothing get in the way of your desires

You don't beat around the bush, but say exactly what you feel, often in an embarrassing direct way.On the

negative side, there may be a love of taking risks or of gambling.You can be quarrelsome, argumentative and

jealous.There may be heart trouble if physical activity is overdone when you are not in shape or if anger is

allowed to vent destructively.Energy and passion both need to be disciplined.You need to be admired for your

actions

You like to be Number One“

MarsMars
MantrMantraa

|| Om Hung Shring Bhauma|| Om Hung Shring Bhaumay Namah ||y Namah ||
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MMerercurcury is in yy is in your horour horososccope in Fope in First housirst housee

You are adaptable, clever, inquisitive, eloquent, witty, and perhaps high-strung.You want to know something

about a lot of things

You may have jittery nerves which keep your body slim, but which could cause nervous disorders

You love talking about what interests you

Mercury is the planet of intelligence and education, it's associated with speech and logic

and thus has its impact on communication skills of the individual.

MMerercurcury is in yy is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Libra
Planet Degree

12:53:36
Nakshatra

Swati - 2

Lord Of

Ninth,Twelfth House
Is in

First House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Yuva

Mercury is Benefic in your horoscope

Your speeches and writings reflect your own personal opinions“

Mercury - Buddh
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MMerercurcury is in yy is in your horour horososccope in Librope in Libra signa sign

One of your best talents is your ability to see all sides of an issue, and to negotiate and bring about compromise

and reconciliation.You are diplomatic, fair, tactful, and reasonable, possessing considerable social finesse.You

are objective and somewhat detached from emotional bias and may make an excellent consultant, mediator, or

public relations person.You insist upon fair play and seek peace and harmony in all situations

Your fine aesthetic sensitivities allow you to work in artistic or cultural environments.You have a persuasive,

rational, well-balanced mind with artistic sensitivities.You are flexible and willing to listen to all sides of an issue

This may lead to vacillation and indecision, though, because sometimes you cannot make up your mind as to

which side has the most merit.Your thinking process works by means of comparing things and finding

analogies.This is when you are at your best

You work well with all groups of people“

MMerercurcuryy
MantrMantraa

|| Om Aing Shring Shring B|| Om Aing Shring Shring Budhaudhay Namah ||y Namah ||
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JupitJupiter is in yer is in your horour horososccope in Fope in Fourth housourth housee

You are generous, self-confident, hospitable and patriotic.Prosperity usually increases in later years.Parental

influence is strong in shaping your character

Perhaps your parents shared a strong faith with you.Usually, considerable help and/or an inheritance is received

from the parents

With Jupiter well-aspected, it is better to stay where you were born rather than move away from your

birthplace.Guard against becoming ostentatious and watch out for self-indulgence

Jupiter is said to be the significator (karaka) of wealth, knowledge, guru, husband, son,

moral values, education, grandparents and royal honors. It indicates religious

perceptions, devotion and faith of the native.

JupitJupiter is in yer is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Capricorn
Planet Degree

13:41:27
Nakshatra

Shravan - 2

Lord Of

Third,Sixth House
Is in

Fourth House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Yuva

Jupiter is Malefic in your horoscope

You desire a home that is spacious and comfortable“

Jupiter - Guru
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JupitJupiter is in yer is in your horour horososccope in Capricope in Capricororn signn sign

Your positive qualities are honesty, sincerity, faithfulness, ingenuity, resourcefulness and some degree of

mechanical ability.Your attempts at growth, expansion, meeting new opportunities and getting ahead in the

world are met with reserve, discipline, caution, system, practicality and organization

There may be a tendency toward miserliness and withholding yourself from the rest of the world, financially

and emotionally.You hate waste, are self-reliant and self-controlled, and possess a desire to have authority over

others

You can rise to great heights if you stay honest, truthful, respectful, and keep your nose clean doing everything

above-board

You have a desire for material success, yet this may not bring
satisfaction or happiness if gained

“

JupitJupiterer
MantrMantraa

|| Om Hring Cling hung B|| Om Hring Cling hung Brihsptyrihsptye Namah ||e Namah ||
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VVenus is in yenus is in your horour horososccope in Tope in Twelfwelfth housth housee

Your love of solitude and being your own best company may cause you to want to retreat from society.Pleasures

are enjoyed in secret or behind the scenes.Self-indulgence through drink, drugs or sex can bring on self-

undoing.There is a strong sense of compassion and a willingness to help and serve others

You may be a sucker for a good sob story.Success by social standards is unimportant to you.You want an

understanding of the meaning of life

There is a tendency to keep relationships with the opposite sex a secret.You seldom reveal your innermost

feelings.This position usually gives an interest in psychic or occult subjects

Venus is considered as the significator (karaka) of sexual desires (kama), libido, wife. It

deals with passion, marriage, luxury articles, ornaments, vehicles, comforts and beauty.

VVenus is in yenus is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Virgo
Planet Degree

04:29:04
Nakshatra

Uttra Phalguni - 3

Lord Of

Eighth,First House
Is in

Twelfth House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Mrit

Venus is Benefic in your horoscope

Clandestine relationships are possible“

Venus - Shukra
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VVenus is in yenus is in your horour horososccope in Vope in Virirgo signgo sign

You are quietly devoted and faithful to your loved ones, and often become a kind of servant to your love

partner.You are more comfortable showing love for someone by doing something for them, making something

for them, or simply being there for them rather than telling them so in a romantic sort of way.You may lack

confidence in your own attractiveness and ability to draw love to yourself

This could create doubt of your own worthiness to receive love and appreciation.There is a strong tendency to

be very critical of the partner and too expect perfection.Marriage may be delayed due to the desire to find that

perfect partner, which does not exist

You desire everything to be clean and orderly around you.A tendency to criticize and nag can be overcome be

learning how to serve others in a simple way.You are able to be kind, tender, and sympathetic, thus you may

excel at nursing

You are somewhat timid about expressing too much sentiment or
emotion

“

VVenusenus
MantrMantraa

|| Om Hring Shring Shukr|| Om Hring Shring Shukraay Namah ||y Namah ||
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SSaturaturn is in yn is in your horour horososccope in Sope in Sececond housond housee

You tend to be thrifty, practical and responsible, especially with money and possessions.This placement does not

deny money, but you must work hard for it.Having money set aside for a rainy day is fine, but you probably don't

need as much as you tend to want to have set aside.Poverty is possible with this placement due to a lack of

understanding of the true value of money and possessions

There is a tendency to become depressed over material matters.Your possessions are apt to bring worries rather

than happiness because you may need to learn to share with others.There may have been too much emphasis

on materialism in past lives.You may need to re-evaluate your values

Saturn is a slow moving planet. It is called as the planet of justice, logic and destructive

forces. It deals with calamities and death. Saturn is also considered as a teacher.

SSaturaturn is in yn is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Scorpio
Planet Degree

02:35:44
Nakshatra

Vishakha - 4

Lord Of

Fourth,Fifth House
Is in

Second House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Mrit

Saturn is Yog-Karak in your horoscope

Sometimes you are so busy squirreling away money that you forget
to enjoy it

“

Saturn - Shani
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Attitudes of possessiveness toward others must be changed.Feelings of being unloved, unwanted, and

unappreciated occur with this position.You must value yourself before others can value you.Love yourself first

SSaturaturn is in yn is in your horour horososccope in Sope in Sccororpio signpio sign

You can be very self-disciplined.You have executive ability and are perceptive and extremely capable.People

may find you difficult to understand because of your reserved exterior and secretiveness.Your mind may be

mechanically oriented and you are resourceful, even under the most adverse circumstances, patient and

persistent.The action and energy of Mars is combined with the forethought of Saturn in a most wonderful

combination

Whatever you do is done with intensity.On the negative side, though, there is danger of stubbornness, revenge,

lack of forgiveness, resentment, and ruthlessness.Tendencies to grub for money and prestige can cause

harm.There can be health problems with constipation or hemorrhoids

There is a need to transform your desires.You need to learn when and how to let go.This also applies to

eliminative bodily functions.Holding onto anger can cause stones to develop in the gall bladder or kidneys

You may have psychic ability“

SSaturaturnn
MantrMantraa

|| Om Aing Hring Shring Shanaishchr|| Om Aing Hring Shring Shanaishchraay Namah||y Namah||
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Rahu is in yRahu is in your horour horososccope in Sope in Seevventh housenth housee

You tend to be independent and proud.You may have many friends, people generally support you and your ideas

Your financial state is likely to improve after marriage.You tend to suffer from body ache and muscle problems

You may come across as a short tempered and impulsive person, you have to learn to control your emotions.You

tend to cheat on your partner and this may create conflicts in your love life

Being strange and unconventional planet Rahu represents materialism and deals with

harsh speech, dearth and wants. Rahu is said to be the planet of transcendentalism. It

denotes foreign land and foreign travels.

Rahu is in yRahu is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Aries
Planet Degree

16:17:35
Nakshatra

Bharni - 1

Lord Of

Twelfth House
Is in

Seventh House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Yuva

You may be blessed with an equally intelligent life partner“

Rahu is in yRahu is in your horour horososccope in Aries signope in Aries sign

You may come across as a day dreamer.You tend to think very fast and in uncertain ways, ideas come to you

easily.You may be agressive sometimes, you tend to make impulsive decisions based on your emotions in order

Rahu
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to fulfill your desires

You may be quarrelsome and irritating which leads to conflicts within your relationships.You may encounter

problems related to your head, injury to head or headaches may occur.You are usually brave and courageous

but at the same time there is a tendency to escape from difficult situations

You may get to enjoy all materialistic pleasures in life.You may even come across as a selfish individual.You have

to work in order to improve your concentration

Your mind is always wandering from one place to another, you
have to be focused in life in order to get success

“

RahuRahu
MantrMantraa

|| Om Aing Hring Raha|| Om Aing Hring Rahavve Namah ||e Namah ||
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KKetu is in yetu is in your horour horososccope in Fope in First housirst housee

Ketu in the first house indicates hardships in life, you tend to be restless and may have high nervous energy at

your disposal.You get many opportunities in life but you may also have to face many challenges in order to gain

success.You can't be diplomatic and thus may have issues in your personal life, you don't like the company of

unwanted people

You may come across as a loner and unsocial.You tend to lack confidence and peace of mind in life, this may lead

to frustration and your progress in life may be slow.Your spouse may have some health problems, be careful

about your partner's health

You have to be careful while dealing with your life partner, be patient and watch out for the words which you

use.As your words have the power to hurt your loved ones

Ketu is the planet of moksha, lunacy, it represents spirituality. Ketu is mysterious,

deceptive, secretive and intriguing planet.

KKetu is in yetu is in your horour horososccopeope

Zodiac Sign

Libra
Planet Degree

16:17:35
Nakshatra

Swati - 3

Lord Of

Sixth House
Is in

First House
Combust/Awashtha

No / Yuva

Your mind is full of thoughts and it keeps wandering from one place
to another

“

Ketu
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KKetu is in yetu is in your horour horososccope in Librope in Libra signa sign

You tend to change your profession often.You are very social and your relationship with your friends is based

on strong foundation of trust

You may have a partner who is either very religious or wicked.You may suffer from diseases related to kidney or

small intestine

You may even face some issues related to digestion, thus you should maintain a healthy diet.You tend to have a

high libido

You may not be happy in your married life, this leads to lot of stress“

KKetuetu
MantrMantraa

|| Om Hring Aing K|| Om Hring Aing Ketaetavve Namah ||e Namah ||
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TAJIK VARSHPHAL REPORT 
2018-2029



15-10-2019 to 15-11-2019 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 11

 
This is a period of financial stability for you. During this period you can work over your hopes
and ambitions and give them a better shape. This is a favorable time for love and romance.
You will develop new friendship which will be very rewarding and helpful. You will enjoy respect
and honor from learned people and will be quite popular with the opposite sex. Long distance
travel is also indicated. 

15-11-2019 to 06-12-2019 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 4

 
Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or associates, as chances of disputes are very
much there. This will not be a good time for business and there are chances of sudden loss
financially. Expenditure on secret activities is possible. You may suffer due to mental stress
and strain. Injuries and wounds are on the card during this period, so be careful especially
while driving. 

06-12-2019 to 30-01-2020 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 1

 
New areas you explore this year could be loss generating as there could be steady rise in
expenses which might not yield direct gains or any long term position. There may be trouble
from the enemies and legal problems. You will be able to continue with existing line of work &
remain low profile and stable in your outlook. The outlook for gain should be short term only.
Medium & long term projects are better started. There may be problem s related to your eyes.
Your friendship with the opposite sex will not be cordial plans of making quick money should be
scrutinized first. There can be problem to your girl friend/ boy friend. 



30-01-2020 to 19-03-2020 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 6

 
This is not a very adequate period for you. Your opponents will try to damage your reputation.
You may have to be involved in unprofitable deeds. Sudden financial loss is on the cards. A
tendency of taking risks should be curbed as it is not a very harmonious period for you. Dispute
on small issues with relatives and friends is on cards. Don't take major decisions otherwise you
will  be in trouble. Beside this,  you might have to get indulge in thankless job. The period
indicates menstrual trouble to ladies, dysentery and eye trouble. 

19-03-2020 to 16-05-2020 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 7

 
The period will begin with hurdles in career due to pressures created by competition in your
work area. You need to be more flexible in handling those situations. New projects and risks in
career should be avoided. You should avoid controversy or seeking a change in job till such
time. You need to keep your speech & communications positive & non offensive throughout to
ensure you do not suffer any set backs due to your words, written or spoken. Your relationship
with the opposite sex will not be cordial. Illness of life-partner is also on the cards. As far as
possible,  unwanted  travels  should  be  curtailed.  You  may  have  to face  some unexpected
sorrows and baseless allegations. 

16-05-2020 to 06-07-2020 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 5

 
The people around you will realize your true worth and this will be gladdening to you and will be
a strong motivating factor for you to keep giving your best consistently. This is the best period
for you to travel. Just let go and enjoy the happiness that comes your way. At last you can relax
and enjoy theÂ success and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long time.
This period will also bring you in the midst of famous people. Your desire of getting a kid will be
fulfilled. Your creativity will be appreciated by others. 



06-07-2020 to 28-07-2020 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 7

 
This is a period of mixed results for you. In this period you will suffer due to mental stress and
strain. You may face problem in your business partnerships. Financially the period is not so
good. Journeys will not be fruitful. Risk taking tendencies could be curbed totally. You can get
into conflicts with your dear ones so better try to avoid these kinds of situations. However, this
is not a good period for love and romance. You should be very careful in love and relationship
as it can bring disrespect and loss of honor to you. 

28-07-2020 to 26-09-2020 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 5

 
Somehow, time and fortune will throw the spotlight at you, and your activities. It is high time
that you are given credit for your efforts and other recognize you and look up to you. You will
be able to carry out your responsibilities and maintain the same closeness with your parents,
sibling and relatives. You might receive a very good piece of news through communication.
Keep up the tempo and believe in your abilities, the period will see you off in a completely new
position. A long distance travel will be rewarding. During this period you will live an aristocratic
life. 

26-09-2020 to 15-10-2020 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 4

 
You will be physically drained during this time, you're advised to not take up tiring work as you'll
be unable to perform. You might get caught in unscrupulous activities and get in trouble with
higher authorities.  If  you're  engaged in  agricultural  activities,  be prepared to  face a huge
financial turmoil. Your mother's health will be a cause of concern. there might be a possibility of
relocating your residence. Pay extra attention while driving. 



15-10-2020 to 05-11-2020 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 7

 
The only pitfall that you should avoid this period is overconfidence. There could be increased
expenditure due to spending on home or health issues of family members. Try to be more
responsible  in  your  attitude  towards  family  relationships.  There  is  a  possibility  of  others
exploiting your vulnerabilities leaving you emotionally shattered later. There may be distress
due to your life-partner or problems in love life. Travels will be futile and will result in losses. 

05-11-2020 to 30-12-2020 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 9

 
This is a period of mixed results for you. You will put your best in professional field. Your fixity
of  purpose  will  remain  intact  and  you  will  not  abandon  work  once  undertaken  or  lose
determination. There is danger of developing egoistic temperament in your personality. This
attitude of yours can lead you towards unpopularity. Try to be more flexible and gentle while
dealing with people. You will support your brothers and sisters. There will be problems to your
relatives. 

30-12-2020 to 17-02-2021 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 4

 
You desire a deeper connection and emotional bonding with your family, exploring the ideas
you have learned from your parents. Harmony in family life is assured. Having high personal
values, and being very idealistic, are just some of the reasons why you attract so many gifts
and blessing  from others.  So much of  your  energy  will  be  giving  more  to  your  personal
relationships and partnerships. The changes you experience in your life will be deeply felt and
lasting.  You  will  come  into  contact  with  higher  officials  and  authorities.  Your  fame  and
reputation will be on an increase. You may trade your vehicle for a better one or for the profit. 



17-02-2021 to 15-04-2021 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 5

 
Job matters will remain mostly below average and not entirely satisfactory. Work environment
will remain disturbed and under pressure during this period. Risk taking tendencies should be
curbed totally. You should avoid major activity during this period. If working as a professional,
this year will experience hurdles and some challenges. There will be uncertainty and some
confusion. You will  lack full  support from your own people. Possiblity of some legal action
against you is also there. The health of your dear ones may create anxiety for you. There will
be problem in the progeny during this period. You should keep a low profile during this time and
avoid changes. 

15-04-2021 to 06-06-2021 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 2

 
Income or the position will be improved and gain of profits from work or the business activities
is guaranteed. Defeat of enemies, increased property, gain of knowledge, favor from superiors
and success can be expected during this period. Travels will be very useful this period will also
make you human philosophical and profound. You will be able to balance professional and
domestic commitments intelligently. 

06-06-2021 to 27-06-2021 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 3

 
You should  work  on keeping a stable  and steady nature for  better  results.  There will  be
dynamism & growth. You will share good rapport with your colleagues and seniors. Income
sources are very fine for you and you will enjoy your family life. Spiritually, you will be very
sound. If you are looking for promotion you will definitely going to get it. Your friend circle will
also increase. Sudden travel will also bring good luck for you. You will donate for charitable
deeds and will prosper during this period. 



27-06-2021 to 27-08-2021 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 12

 
In this period you will spend more on luxuries and comforts but it would be better if it is checked
out. You may face disappointments in love affairs and trouble in family life. Your rivals will try to
harm you in each and every possible way so try to be more concerned when dealing with any
kind of personal or professional matters. A worry related to health of your family members is on
the cards.  Though financially,  it  is  not  a bad period but  still  you should put  hold on over
expanses. Get proper care of your own health. 

27-08-2021 to 15-09-2021 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 1

 
Your confidence and positivity will be at an all time high, during this period. The power vested
in you will continue to rise, most probably in the field of government or public service. Short
distance travels will turn out to be fruitful and benefit you in more ways than one. Money is not
a problem, and you'll continue to spend without pinching pennies. Health is on the weaker side,
you or your better half might suffer from minor ailments namely headache or eyesight issues. 

15-09-2021 to 15-10-2021 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 1

 
You will  not  be able to grab the chances coming your way though you will  have a lot  of
opportunities but all in ruin. You may face problems related to your health or your parents so
get good care of them as well as yours. Long distance travel is on your cards but would not be
very beneficial and should be avoided. This is a period of mixed results for you. There can be
dispute with the public and your colleagues. You will be prone to diseases like cold and fever.
There will be mental worry without any visible causes. 



15-10-2021 to 09-12-2021 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 6

 
There will be good chances of entering into profitable deals. If you have applied for loans, then
you might get finances. Minor health ailment could also be possible. You will be able to balance
professional and domestic commitments intelligently and give your best to both these vital
aspects of life. Your cherished desires will be fulfilled with difficulty but will ultimately bring you
prosperity fame and good income or profits. You will  emerge as winner in competition and
successful in interviews. 

09-12-2021 to 26-01-2022 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 2

 
You enjoy sharing your musical talents, and creating a new musical piece is a very strong
possibility. You can be very successful in expressing your higher principles, whether it is work
related or community oriented. Expect monetary returns when you put your ideas into practice.
Money will  definitely  be coming your  way and will  greatly  influence your  personal  beliefs,
dreams and philosophies. Your enemies will not be able to prevail over you. Overall, happiness
is assured in this period. There will be addtioan to your family members. 

26-01-2022 to 25-03-2022 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 2

 
The period will not be awfully beneficial to you. You might face problems related to money
matters.  Tuning with  your  own people and your  relatives may get  disturbed.  Give proper
attention to our day to day pursuits. This is not a perfect time for taking any risk regarding
business matters as the chances of loss are very high during this period. Health ailment of your
parents can disturb your peace of mind. You will not be able to fulfill your family's expectations. 



25-03-2022 to 16-05-2022 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 10

 
You are an eternal  optimist,  and events of  the year  will  further  strengthen your  optimistic
instincts. You can do reasonably well if you time your investments intelligently based on the
best periods hinted for your sign. All round cooperation and happiness can be the reward from
your  loved  ones  and  associates,  victory  over  opponents  and  pleasant  functions  such  as
marriage or romantic situations parties are also the likely outcomes. Family atmosphere will be
quite satisfactory. 

16-05-2022 to 06-06-2022 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 12

 
This is not a very successful period for you. You may get indulge in unnecessary expenses but
you need to put a hold on it. All kinds of speculations must be avoided. You will have to slog as
the work burden will be too much. Don't try to take risks in business matters as period is not
very harmonious to you. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image. Family atmosphere may
not be harmonious. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image. Your health may become a
cause of anxiety. You may be inclined towards mantra and spiritual practice. 

06-06-2022 to 06-08-2022 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 12

 
In this period you will spend more on luxuries and comforts but it would be better if it is checked
out. You may face disappointments in love affairs and trouble in family life. Your rivals will try to
harm you in each and every possible way so try to be more concerned when dealing with any
kind of personal or professional matters. A worry related to health of your family members is on
the cards.  Though financially,  it  is  not  a bad period but  still  you should put  hold on over
expanses. Get proper care of your own health. 



06-08-2022 to 25-08-2022 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 10

 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields.
The most  unexpected changes could  be expected in  your  work  area and in  professional
activities which are outstanding for you. There will be favor from the higher authorities and
seniors. Positive changes in your personal and professional life will take place. You may gain
paternal properties. You would surely be successful during this period and see fulfillment of
your wishes. 

25-08-2022 to 24-09-2022 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 2

 
This is an excellent period for you and monetary gain is on the cards. There may be pleasant
surprises and lot of get together with family and relatives. It is a favorable period for you so
make the best use of this time. There will be gain from person of opposite sex and favors from
superiors. As far as money matter is considered it is a fruitful period. 

24-09-2022 to 15-10-2022 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 10

 
Success in examinations,  or  promotion,  or  increased recognition in occupation is assured.
Increased corporation from the family is seen. Help from people who live in faraway places or
foreign associates. You may get a new assignment which will be very beneficial to you. You will
have tremendous confidence to handle any kind of adverse situation. 



15-10-2022 to 03-12-2022 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 12

 
But sufferings and letdowns are bound to come, and you will  need to learn to take things
positively and not to leave matters unfinished. You will need to be in the thick of things at your
workplace.  Sudden losses  are  also  possible.  You may gain  from foreign  sources.  Health
problems  might  disturb  you.  You  may  have  to  be  involved  in  unprofitable  deeds.  Family
atmosphere may not be harmonious. Your enemies will try in each and every way to tarnish
your image. Not a very sound period for you. 

03-12-2022 to 30-01-2023 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 10

 
The outlook however will remain average mostly throughout the period. You should work on
developing your profession rather than focusing on gains. During this period there could be
personal issues & minor health issues which could create hurdles for work. There would be
challenges and new choices which should be taken carefully. New projects should be totally
avoided. This  period  will  experience  hurdles  due  to  your  un-adjusting  nature  as  well  as
competition in work environment. Purchase of land and machinery should be postponed for
some time. 

30-01-2023 to 23-03-2023 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 6

 
You may suffer due to health complications. You will find it difficult to retain money as you will
have tendency towards spending on luxuries and pleasures. Â This is not a good period for
indulging in rash speculative activities. Silly quarrels, misunderstanding and arguments can
affect family's peace and serenity. People jealous of you can cause problems, thus may get un-
based accusations and create unhappiness in  the family  beware of  them.  You may have
trouble from opposite gender so you need to be careful of them. 



23-03-2023 to 13-04-2023 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 7

 
This is a period of mixed results for you. In this period you will suffer due to mental stress and
strain. You may face problem in your business partnerships. Financially the period is not so
good. Journeys will not be fruitful. Risk taking tendencies could be curbed totally. You can get
into conflicts with your dear ones so better try to avoid these kinds of situations. However, this
is not a good period for love and romance. You should be very careful in love and relationship
as it can bring disrespect and loss of honor to you. 

13-04-2023 to 13-06-2023 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 6

 
Those very personal relations that you worked on, won't work out well, and cause disturbance
in your household and office. Take care of your health and try to refine you image. Sensual
thoughts  not  only  depress you but  may even cause you some humiliation  in  this  period.
Harmonious relationship with the opposite sex may get disturbed. Health problems will create
disturbances in your life. There are chances of getting indulge into unnecessary expenses.
Overall, not a very pleasing period for you. You will feel yourself physically weak and dejected. 

13-06-2023 to 01-07-2023 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 6

 
You'll be successful in whatever you take up. All your endeavors will be successful and you'll
overcome all  your difficulties. Your enemies will  face defeat.  A promotion is status can be
speculated. You will gain respect and good will. You will win litigation. A successful period on
the whole. You need to be careful from inflmation and eye relation problems. There can be
illness to mother and maternal relatives 



01-07-2023 to 31-07-2023 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 3

 
This will prove to be a fantastic period for you. You will be very confident with your thoughts
and chance of getting promotion is highly recommended. There are chances of sudden travel
which seems to be very fruitful. There will be happiness from siblings and from the opposite
sex. This is also a good period for your borthers. Thought of changing place or profession
should be avoided. 

31-07-2023 to 22-08-2023 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 2

 
This is not a favorable time for financial gains. Family disputes may also disturb your peace of
mind. You may get in trouble because of your own harsh words or speech. There may be some
bad news regarding business. Heavy losses are indicated. Health problem may disturb you. 

22-08-2023 to 16-10-2023 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 1

 
New areas you explore this year could be loss generating as there could be steady rise in
expenses which might not yield direct gains or any long term position. There may be trouble
from the enemies and legal problems. You will be able to continue with existing line of work &
remain low profile and stable in your outlook. The outlook for gain should be short term only.
Medium & long term projects are better started. There may be problem s related to your eyes.
Your friendship with the opposite sex will not be cordial plans of making quick money should be
scrutinized first. There can be problem to your girl friend/ boy friend. 



16-10-2023 to 12-12-2023 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 8

 
The  period  opens  with  a  difficult  phase  in  career.  A  dip  in  activity  &  opportunity  will  be
experienced, although there could be rise in irrelevant activity in career. New investments or
risky deals should be avoided as there could be chances of losses. It will not be advisable to
commence new project or make new investments. You should avoid getting aggressive with
your superiors. It would be better to use your own skill and caliber other than thinking of taking
help from others. Possiblity of theft or loss of money due to some other means is also there.
Take proper  care of  yourself  and your  family  members.  You may also receive bad news
regarding some one's demise. 

12-12-2023 to 02-02-2024 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 3

 
Travels will prove interesting and may pave the way for exciting interactions with compatible
persons. Â You will be able to balance professional and domestic commitments intelligently
and give your best to both these vital aspects of life. Your cherished desires will be fulfilled with
difficulty but will ultimately bring you prosperity fame and good income or profits. Meeting with
old friends is also indicated. You will get company of opposite sex. You will get some help from
superiors or people in responsible or influential positions 

02-02-2024 to 23-02-2024 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 4

 
Some restlessness is likely, mainly because of a deep feeling of wanderlust. You don't like to
get backed into a corner, so this can cause some strain. Your mind will be inclined towards
religious activities, and you might make journey to sacred places. The period will begin with a
phase of volatility and pressure in career. Tuning with your own people and your relatives may
get disturbed. Give proper attention to our day to day pursuits. You will not be able to fulfill your
family's expectations. This is not a perfect time for you to indulge in any type of business
matters. This will be testing time for your mother. 



23-02-2024 to 24-04-2024 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 2

 
Luck will be on your side in case you are thinking about a rolling your dice on some project or
speculation. There are chances of good career progress. This could be an excellent period
promising much success provided you are willing to work on it. You will acquire new assests
and make some wise investments. You will enjoy the company of the opposite sex. Increased
corporation from the family is seen. You will develop the taste for rich and delicious food. A get
together at home is on the cards. 

24-04-2024 to 13-05-2024 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 3

 
This is your time to relax and unwind. Your level of confidence and positivity will reach an all
time high. Your domestic life will be filled with unconditional happiness and all your desires will
be satisfied thoroughly. However, your brother might become a victim to a minor problem. You
are  most  likely  to  travel  and  explore  your  options.  A  short  journey  will  prove  extremely
beneficial and will bring in loads of luck. There's a high chance of getting a huge monetary
boost. You will be able to spend quality time with friends and family. Health issues are at bay.
Overall, you'll emerge a winner over all your trials, tribulations, and enemies. 

13-05-2024 to 12-06-2024 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 4

 
It should turn out to be the prosperous period for you. You will receive many surprises, mostly
pleasant. There will be happiness through spouse and your relatives. There will be success in
disputes and litigations. You will buy a new house or a vehicle. You may get huge profits from
your contracts and agreements. You will prevail over all your enemies. It is a favorable period
as far as money matters are concerned. 



12-06-2024 to 03-07-2024 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 4

 
Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or associates, as chances of disputes are very
much there. This will not be a good time for business and there are chances of sudden loss
financially. Expenditure on secret activities is possible. You may suffer due to mental stress
and strain. Injuries and wounds are on the card during this period, so be careful especially
while driving. 

03-07-2024 to 27-08-2024 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 10

 
This period would be an excellent  stepping stone for  growth vertically and a rise on your
career.  There  are  chances  of  getting  benefits  from the  associates/partners.  You  may  be
inclined towards earning through unjust means. Your self-discipline, self-monitoring and control
over your daily routine will be beneficial to you. Your relationship with seniors/ authorities will
be very cordial and at the sometime your business circle will increase. Health related problems
may disturb your peace of mind. 

27-08-2024 to 15-10-2024 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 10

 
Partnerships  are  good  for  you  this  year,  in  both  the  professional  and  personal  sphere.
However, the most important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing
experience that you were waiting for so long. You will be able to carry out your responsibilities
and maintain the same closeness with your parents, sibling and relatives. Communications and
negotiations will  click for you and bring in new opportunities. There will  be frequent travels
regarding business/job etc. You may purchase precious metals, gems and jewelry. 



15-10-2024 to 06-12-2024 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 1

 
This period presents you with a taxing work schedule but will reward you with good career
progress. This could be an excellent period promising much success provided you are willing to
work on it. Corporation from the family is seen. This is also a period which can give you fame.
You can make great progress professionally. You will be able to win over your enemies. You
will acquire new trades and new friends. You will maintain a harmonious relations ship with all. 

06-12-2024 to 27-12-2024 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 12

 
This is not a very successful period for you. You may get indulge in unnecessary expenses but
you need to put a hold on it. All kinds of speculations must be avoided. You will have to slog as
the work burden will be too much. Don't try to take risks in business matters as period is not
very harmonious to you. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image. Family atmosphere may
not be harmonious. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image. Your health may become a
cause of anxiety. You may be inclined towards mantra and spiritual practice. 

27-12-2024 to 26-02-2025 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 2

 
Luck will be on your side in case you are thinking about a rolling your dice on some project or
speculation. There are chances of good career progress. This could be an excellent period
promising much success provided you are willing to work on it. You will acquire new assests
and make some wise investments. You will enjoy the company of the opposite sex. Increased
corporation from the family is seen. You will develop the taste for rich and delicious food. A get
together at home is on the cards. 



26-02-2025 to 16-03-2025 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 12

 
Don't try to be aggressive in nature because your aggressiveness can shove you into difficult
situations. There will be difference of opinion, quarrels, and fighting with your friends. So, try to
maintain good relations otherwise there is possibility of straining relations with them. There will
be ups and downs financially. Lack of harmony and understanding is indicated in family life.
There are possibilities of distress from spouse and mother. Care must be taken regarding
health. The diseases that require immediate attention are headace, eye, abdominal disease,
and swelling of the feet. 

16-03-2025 to 15-04-2025 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 5

 
This is the perfect time for you to take action on your plans. Stars are very complimentary for
you to enjoy the conjugal bliss and married life. The spiritual world can open its gates before
you, but it requires some preparation to make use of the opportunities. If you are expecting a
kid then safe delivery is also on cards. You will get appreciation for your written work. This is
time of acedamic excellence for studens and they will excel in education. A child birth is very
much possible during this period specially a girl. 

15-04-2025 to 07-05-2025 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 9

 
It could be some good period promising some success provided you are willing to work on it.
New opportunities will  come your way without your seeking them consciously. Changes at
work-place or at home can be fortunate. You will take decisive steps forward along the path of
progress. Â There may be increase in expenditure which needs to be controlled. You will also
find yourself vigourless and berift of confidence. 



07-05-2025 to 30-06-2025 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 6

 
There will be good chances of entering into profitable deals. If you have applied for loans, then
you might get finances. Minor health ailment could also be possible. You will be able to balance
professional and domestic commitments intelligently and give your best to both these vital
aspects of life. Your cherished desires will be fulfilled with difficulty but will ultimately bring you
prosperity fame and good income or profits. You will  emerge as winner in competition and
successful in interviews. 

30-06-2025 to 18-08-2025 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 8

 
You take care of yourself now and not let yourself be overburdened, and that way you can keep
yourself going for long. There might be a few disappointments. Your courage and convictions
are your strongest qualities, but it might hurt to get a little too pigheaded. Don't go for big
investment because things may not turn up according to your expectations. You may not get
proper  support  from  your  friends  and  associates.  Family  members  attitude  will  be  quite
different. Health will  be an issue and you will  see diseased like nausea, fever attacks, ear
infection and vomiting. 

18-08-2025 to 15-10-2025 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 5

 
Job matters will remain mostly below average and not entirely satisfactory. Work environment
will remain disturbed and under pressure during this period. Risk taking tendencies should be
curbed totally. You should avoid major activity during this period. If working as a professional,
this year will experience hurdles and some challenges. There will be uncertainty and some
confusion. You will  lack full  support from your own people. Possiblity of some legal action
against you is also there. The health of your dear ones may create anxiety for you. There will
be problem in the progeny during this period. You should keep a low profile during this time and
avoid changes. 



15-10-2025 to 05-11-2025 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 9

 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields.
Some auspicious ceremony may be celebrated in your family. The most unexpected changes
could be expected in your work area and in professional activities which are outstanding for
you.  Positive  changes  in  your  personal  and  professional  life  will  take  place  and you will
undertake journeys in connection with your business which will be very rewarding and fruitful.
Make the best use of this wonderful period. You will attend relegious functions and will come in
contact with respected and religious people. 

05-11-2025 to 05-01-2026 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 10

 
You will come up with new ideas for dealing with your challenges. Dealings and transactions
will work out smoothly and effortlessly for you, as you score one over your competitors. Income
will  come for you from more than one source. Your friends and family will  just make your
personal life so much richer and more fulfilling. Your relations with your clients' associates and
other concerned persons will definitely improve as the period rolls on, You will buy some luxury
items in this period. Overall, a rewarding period for you. 

05-01-2026 to 23-01-2026 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 10

 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields.
The most  unexpected changes could  be expected in  your  work  area and in  professional
activities which are outstanding for you. There will be favor from the higher authorities and
seniors. Positive changes in your personal and professional life will take place. You may gain
paternal properties. You would surely be successful during this period and see fulfillment of
your wishes. 



23-01-2026 to 23-02-2026 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 8

 
There may be some bad news regarding business or new venture. Don't get indulge in taking
risks as it is not a very favorable period for you. Family member's health may cause anxiety.
Speculation must be avoided or else they may cause financial losses. Opponents will try to
create problems on your personal as well as professional front. Stay away from water as there
is fear from drowning. Fever and cold will give some health problems. 

23-02-2026 to 16-03-2026 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 11

 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You
can make great progress professionally. You might have to shoulder important responsibilities
both at the career and domestic fronts. There will be a good opportunity to come into contact
with compatible persons in the course of  your official  duties/  travels.  You will  be precious
metals, gems and jewelry. Your children will require attention as they will be more vulnerable
during this period. 

16-03-2026 to 10-05-2026 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 3

 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You
can  make  great  progress  professionally.  Business/trade  prospects  will  be  very  good,  a
promotion should be anticipated if employed somewhere. You might have to shoulder important
responsibilities both at the career and domestic fronts. There will  be a good opportunity to
come into contact with compatible persons in the course of your official duties/ travels. Your
relationship with your brothers and sisters will be fine. Though there will be problems to your
siblings. 



10-05-2026 to 28-06-2026 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 7

 
Your deep awareness of keeping track of your health and taking better care of yourself and
your own needs will help you harness some of your active energy, possibly participating in
physical sports as a good outlet. The great energy you radiate will  definitely attract lots of
supportive people in your life. Your life-partner will contribute to your happiness and success.
You may be called upon you to give more time and energy in a leadership position at work. You
will be highly respected and will become more famous. 

28-06-2026 to 25-08-2026 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 4

 
Some restlessness is likely, mainly because of a deep feeling of wanderlust. You don't like to
get backed into a corner, so this can cause some strain. The period will begin with a phase of
volatility and pressure in career. New project and risks should be avoided. You need to curb
new investments and commitment. There are chances of gain but swings in work environment
which will not be entirely comfortable. This period is not good as far as worldly comforts are
concerned, religious and spiritual deeds can get you out of troubles. You may face sorrow
through your relatives. Sudden accidents and losses are also possible. 

25-08-2026 to 15-10-2026 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 11

 
Increase of income position and bank balances will improve. This is a good time to start new
ventures.  This  transit  indicates  new friendships  and relationships  and gain  through them.
Previous  work,  as  well  as  newly  starting  works  will  bring  good and desired results,  your
cherished desires will be fulfilled. You may get into new trade or get new contracts. Help from
superiors or people in responsible or influential positions can be expected. Over all prosperity
is also indicated in this period. You need to pay special attention to the relationship with your
life-partner and some caution is required there. 



15-10-2026 to 15-12-2026 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 7

 
The trend for you in this period is one of a tremendous creative and intellectual energy. You will
feel very romantic and will take your work as an art and reach out for new ideas. Contacts and
communication will bring more opportunities and this adds to the great potential for expansion.
Actions  of  courage and your  sheer  genius  will  bring  you  money  and spirituality  in  equal
measure. Harmony in family life is assured. Minor health ailments could be there. Construction
of house or purchase of vehicle is on the card. A very rewarding period for you. 

15-12-2026 to 02-01-2027 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 6

 
You'll be successful in whatever you take up. All your endeavors will be successful and you'll
overcome all  your difficulties. Your enemies will  face defeat.  A promotion is status can be
speculated. You will gain respect and good will. You will win litigation. A successful period on
the whole. You need to be careful from inflmation and eye relation problems. There can be
illness to mother and maternal relatives 

02-01-2027 to 02-02-2027 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 8

 
There may be some bad news regarding business or new venture. Don't get indulge in taking
risks as it is not a very favorable period for you. Family member's health may cause anxiety.
Speculation must be avoided or else they may cause financial losses. Opponents will try to
create problems on your personal as well as professional front. Stay away from water as there
is fear from drowning. Fever and cold will give some health problems. 



02-02-2027 to 23-02-2027 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 4

 
Be careful while dealing with friends, relatives or associates, as chances of disputes are very
much there. This will not be a good time for business and there are chances of sudden loss
financially. Expenditure on secret activities is possible. You may suffer due to mental stress
and strain. Injuries and wounds are on the card during this period, so be careful especially
while driving. 

23-02-2027 to 19-04-2027 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 11

 
During this period you will  be courageous and rise to a high level. You will  enjoy conjugal
happiness during this time. Your contacts with influential people will definitely increase. Your
opponents will lack conviction and courage to face you. Long distance travel is going to be
beneficial. For love and romance this is going to be a boon. You will be heroic in strife and
overcome your enemies. Minor ailment can be seen. Family relation will be quite satisfactory.
Though relationship with your children may not be good. 

19-04-2027 to 07-06-2027 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 4

 
You desire a deeper connection and emotional bonding with your family, exploring the ideas
you have learned from your parents. Harmony in family life is assured. Having high personal
values, and being very idealistic, are just some of the reasons why you attract so many gifts
and blessing  from others.  So much of  your  energy  will  be  giving  more  to  your  personal
relationships and partnerships. The changes you experience in your life will be deeply felt and
lasting.  You  will  come  into  contact  with  higher  officials  and  authorities.  Your  fame  and
reputation will be on an increase. You may trade your vehicle for a better one or for the profit. 



07-06-2027 to 03-08-2027 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 12

 
This  is  not  a  very  satisfactory  period  for  you.  You  may  get  indulge  into  sudden  losses
financially. Loss of money due to litigation and disputes is also possible. Failure in attempts will
make you feel frustrated. You will have to slog as the work burden will be too much. Family life
will  also create tensions.  Don't  try to take risks in business matters as period is not  very
harmonious to you. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image. Loss of money will be quite
evident. 

03-08-2027 to 24-09-2027 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 7

 
A highly productive year that will leave you feeling satisfied with what you have achieved. Â
During this period you will enjoy the life with full optimism and vivacity. There will be ample
opportunity for travel, study, and progress in life. You will find that the opposite sex will help you
in your sphere. You will get the respect that you richly deserve and your life will be more stable.
Speculative activities will be gainful. Â There may be acquisition of land or vehicle. 

24-09-2027 to 16-10-2027 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 5

 
Hurdles in personal and professional front are seen. Try to handle the difficult situation in a
calm and intelligent way because rashness is definitely not going to help you in this period.
Travel is not beneficial so try to avoid it. You will not get full support from your family side.
Progeny related problems will be observed during this period. Your enemies will leave no stone
unturned to harm you. Better be bold and sticky to your fair decisions. Stomach ailments may
be the cause of anxiety. 



16-10-2027 to 03-11-2027 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 3

 
This is your time to relax and unwind. Your level of confidence and positivity will reach an all
time high. Your domestic life will be filled with unconditional happiness and all your desires will
be satisfied thoroughly. However, your brother might become a victim to a minor problem. You
are  most  likely  to  travel  and  explore  your  options.  A  short  journey  will  prove  extremely
beneficial and will bring in loads of luck. There's a high chance of getting a huge monetary
boost. You will be able to spend quality time with friends and family. Health issues are at bay.
Overall, you'll emerge a winner over all your trials, tribulations, and enemies. 

03-11-2027 to 03-12-2027 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 10

 
Very successful and perspective period is waiting for you ahead. Creative approaches and
opportunities for additional earning are on the cards. You will share a very good rapport with
seniors  and  supervisors.  A  marked  increase  in  your  income  is  indicated.  There  will  be
expansion of trade and increase iof reputation. Overall this is a period of all round successs. 

03-12-2027 to 25-12-2027 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 5

 
Anxiety may develop due to ill health of family members. Travel may be fruitless and therefore
should be avoided. You will indulge in unnecessary expenses so, be careful regarding that. You
should be cautious while dealing with friends and colleagues. Your power of judgment and
discrimination  may weaken sometimes.  There  can be  injury  due to  fire.  This  period  also
indicated heart trouble, so you should be very careful about your health. 



25-12-2027 to 17-02-2028 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 7

 
Though you will try a lot to maintain good relation with your partners or associates but all in
ruin. Growth & new areas might not come as easily. This period will begin with challenges and
difficulties. There could be controversy & unnecessary aggression. Sudden losses are also
possible.  Health problems might disturb you. You may have to be involved in unprofitable
deeds. Try to develop resistance towards odds. A tendency of taking risk should be curbed and
all kinds of speculations must be avoided. 

17-02-2028 to 06-04-2028 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 2

 
You enjoy sharing your musical talents, and creating a new musical piece is a very strong
possibility. You can be very successful in expressing your higher principles, whether it is work
related or community oriented. Expect monetary returns when you put your ideas into practice.
Money will  definitely  be coming your  way and will  greatly  influence your  personal  beliefs,
dreams and philosophies. Your enemies will not be able to prevail over you. Overall, happiness
is assured in this period. There will be addtioan to your family members. 

06-04-2028 to 03-06-2028 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 10

 
The outlook however will remain average mostly throughout the period. You should work on
developing your profession rather than focusing on gains. During this period there could be
personal issues & minor health issues which could create hurdles for work. There would be
challenges and new choices which should be taken carefully. New projects should be totally
avoided. This  period  will  experience  hurdles  due  to  your  un-adjusting  nature  as  well  as
competition in work environment. Purchase of land and machinery should be postponed for
some time. 



03-06-2028 to 25-07-2028 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 4

 
During this period there can be good gains from property transactions. Financial disputes can
get decided in your favor. You will be able identify new sources of income. Long-awaited pay
raises will materialize. Business journeys will be successful and productive. The most important
feature of this period is that you can experience a positive increase in the level of respect that
you enjoy - whatever be your station in life. You will be inclined to spend on luxuries and buy a
new vehicle. 

25-07-2028 to 15-08-2028 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 1

 
A phase of confusion in strategy & misunderstandings with business partners or associates is
possible. Major expansion & long term plans should be put on hold. Focus should be on gains
from existing sources, throughout the period. It is better to avoid travel as far as possible. Your
enemies will put their best efforts to harm you. Even you should be careful about your friends
as there are indications of cheating. Take good care of yourself as it may become the reason of
anxiety. Health requires special attention as there are possibilities of chonic diseases. Try to be
practical in this period. As a matter off act you will be inclined towards unproductive pursuits.
Loss of money is on the cards. There can be disputes with the characterless persons. 

15-08-2028 to 15-10-2028 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 4

 
You will yield a lot of power, the likes of which you have probably not experienced before. On
the personal front, your loved ones will rely on you for providing them and comforting them.
You will earn a lot of fame and recognition. Your mental energy will be great. Most importantly,
things between you and your spouse will be at their sweetest. Birth of a child is on the cards.
Your subordinate shall extend their full support towards you. Overall this period will be very
pleasant. 



15-10-2028 to 14-11-2028 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 11

 
This is a period of financial stability for you. During this period you can work over your hopes
and ambitions and give them a better shape. This is a favorable time for love and romance.
You will develop new friendship which will be very rewarding and helpful. You will enjoy respect
and honor from learned people and will be quite popular with the opposite sex. Long distance
travel is also indicated. 

14-11-2028 to 06-12-2028 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 11

 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You
can make great progress professionally. You might have to shoulder important responsibilities
both at the career and domestic fronts. There will be a good opportunity to come into contact
with compatible persons in the course of  your official  duties/  travels.  You will  be precious
metals, gems and jewelry. Your children will require attention as they will be more vulnerable
during this period. 

06-12-2028 to 29-01-2029 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 3

 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You
can  make  great  progress  professionally.  Business/trade  prospects  will  be  very  good,  a
promotion should be anticipated if employed somewhere. You might have to shoulder important
responsibilities both at the career and domestic fronts. There will  be a good opportunity to
come into contact with compatible persons in the course of your official duties/ travels. Your
relationship with your brothers and sisters will be fine. Though there will be problems to your
siblings. 



29-01-2029 to 19-03-2029 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 12

 
But sufferings and letdowns are bound to come, and you will  need to learn to take things
positively and not to leave matters unfinished. You will need to be in the thick of things at your
workplace.  Sudden losses  are  also  possible.  You may gain  from foreign  sources.  Health
problems  might  disturb  you.  You  may  have  to  be  involved  in  unprofitable  deeds.  Family
atmosphere may not be harmonious. Your enemies will try in each and every way to tarnish
your image. Not a very sound period for you. 

19-03-2029 to 16-05-2029 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 7

 
The period will begin with hurdles in career due to pressures created by competition in your
work area. You need to be more flexible in handling those situations. New projects and risks in
career should be avoided. You should avoid controversy or seeking a change in job till such
time. You need to keep your speech & communications positive & non offensive throughout to
ensure you do not suffer any set backs due to your words, written or spoken. Your relationship
with the opposite sex will not be cordial. Illness of life-partner is also on the cards. As far as
possible,  unwanted  travels  should  be  curtailed.  You  may  have  to face  some unexpected
sorrows and baseless allegations. 

16-05-2029 to 07-07-2029 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 12

 
This  is  not  a  very  satisfactory  period  for  you.  You  may  get  indulge  into  sudden  losses
financially. Failure in attempts will make you feel frustrated. You will have to slog as the work
burden will be too much. Family life will also create tensions. Don't try to take risks in business
matters as period is not very harmonious to you. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image.
You may also get indulge into unnecessary expenses. Health may also give some trouble.
Especially old people may encounter catarrh and phlegmatic troubles. 



07-07-2029 to 28-07-2029 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 9

 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields.
Some auspicious ceremony may be celebrated in your family. The most unexpected changes
could be expected in your work area and in professional activities which are outstanding for
you.  Positive  changes  in  your  personal  and  professional  life  will  take  place  and you will
undertake journeys in connection with your business which will be very rewarding and fruitful.
Make the best use of this wonderful period. You will attend relegious functions and will come in
contact with respected and religious people. 

28-07-2029 to 27-09-2029 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 11

 
This period brings you success in all comings and goings. Some form of pleasant culmination
in your professional  life brings rewards and recognition.  Happier  period for  recreation and
romance. Your brother and sisters will  flourish this year. There will  be an increase in your
income due to your own efforts. Family life shall be quite happy. An exciting job offer, reward,
recognition, or promotion is very possible. You will buy gold items, and precious stones. In
general, you will get on very well with friends/associates and people from different walks of life. 

27-09-2029 to 15-10-2029 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 12

 
Don't try to be aggressive in nature because your aggressiveness can shove you into difficult
situations. There will be difference of opinion, quarrels, and fighting with your friends. So, try to
maintain good relations otherwise there is possibility of straining relations with them. There will
be ups and downs financially. Lack of harmony and understanding is indicated in family life.
There are possibilities of distress from spouse and mother. Care must be taken regarding
health. The diseases that require immediate attention are headace, eye, abdominal disease,
and swelling of the feet. 



15-10-2029 to 05-11-2029 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 11

 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You
can make great progress professionally. You might have to shoulder important responsibilities
both at the career and domestic fronts. There will be a good opportunity to come into contact
with compatible persons in the course of  your official  duties/  travels.  You will  be precious
metals, gems and jewelry. Your children will require attention as they will be more vulnerable
during this period. 

05-11-2029 to 30-12-2029 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 12

 
This period is marked by the change in place and change in job. You will suffer due to mental
anxiety. You won't have any peace of mind. Family member's attitude will be quite different.
Don't go for big investment because things may not turn up according to your expectations.
Your friends and associates shall not keep their promises. Be careful of wicked friends as your
reputation could  be made to  suffer  on their  account.  Take care  of  family's  health  as  the
problems related to their  health may arise.  Do not therefore plan a journey now. Physical
ailments are also possible. 

30-12-2029 to 17-02-2030 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 10

 
Partnerships  are  good  for  you  this  year,  in  both  the  professional  and  personal  sphere.
However, the most important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing
experience that you were waiting for so long. You will be able to carry out your responsibilities
and maintain the same closeness with your parents, sibling and relatives. Communications and
negotiations will  click for you and bring in new opportunities. There will  be frequent travels
regarding business/job etc. You may purchase precious metals, gems and jewelry. 



17-02-2030 to 16-04-2030 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 4

 
Some restlessness is likely, mainly because of a deep feeling of wanderlust. You don't like to
get backed into a corner, so this can cause some strain. The period will begin with a phase of
volatility and pressure in career. New project and risks should be avoided. You need to curb
new investments and commitment. There are chances of gain but swings in work environment
which will not be entirely comfortable. This period is not good as far as worldly comforts are
concerned, religious and spiritual deeds can get you out of troubles. You may face sorrow
through your relatives. Sudden accidents and losses are also possible. 

16-04-2030 to 06-06-2030 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 9

 
This is a very good period coming after a period of difficulties and hardships and at last you can
relax and enjoy the Success and the results of the hard work you had been doing for a long
time. Your financial luck will  be excellent provided you avoid dubious speculative activities.
Travels can bring you into contact with compatible partners or new friends. You will befriend
with political dignitaries or higher officials. You will see birth of a son during this period. 

06-06-2030 to 28-06-2030 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 6

 
Partnerships  are  good  for  you  this  year,  in  both  the  professional  and  personal  sphere.
However, the most important thing is that you might just have that overwhelming, life-changing
experience that you were waiting for so long. Communications and negotiations will click for
you and bring in new opportunities. You will generous and help people. There will be frequent
travels regarding business/job etc which will bring good luck for you. If employed then service
conditions will improve. 



28-06-2030 to 28-08-2030 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 11

 
This period brings you success in all comings and goings. Some form of pleasant culmination
in your professional  life brings rewards and recognition.  Happier  period for  recreation and
romance. Your brother and sisters will  flourish this year. There will  be an increase in your
income due to your own efforts. Family life shall be quite happy. An exciting job offer, reward,
recognition, or promotion is very possible. You will buy gold items, and precious stones. In
general, you will get on very well with friends/associates and people from different walks of life. 

28-08-2030 to 15-09-2030 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 9

 
This is a mixed period for you. You can attract some influential people who will be ready to
assist  you  in  realizing  your  projects  and  plans.  You  will  not  wait  long  to  receive  a  fair
compensation or your hard work. There may be problems and distress due to siblings. You
should pay attention to your parent's health as there are some signs of their ill health. There is
probability of visiting places of religious importance. This is also an excellent year as far as
money matters are concerned. 

15-09-2030 to 15-10-2030 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 1

 
You will  not  be able to grab the chances coming your way though you will  have a lot  of
opportunities but all in ruin. You may face problems related to your health or your parents so
get good care of them as well as yours. Long distance travel is on your cards but would not be
very beneficial and should be avoided. This is a period of mixed results for you. There can be
dispute with the public and your colleagues. You will be prone to diseases like cold and fever.
There will be mental worry without any visible causes. 



03-09-2030 to 31-10-2030 by Saturn

Saturn is in Bhav Number 9

 
This period can be called a dawn of a good perid. You are likely to be involved in noble deeds.
During this period, you will be extremely happy. You would be able to handle even adverse
situation.  Family  happiness is  assured  for  you.  Though  there  can  be  some  trouble  and
problems to your siblings. There will be an increase in your income due to your own efforts.
Your enemies will not be able to harm you. Minor health ailments could also be possible. Your
friends and associates will assist you in your pursuits. 

31-10-2030 to 21-12-2030 by Mercury

Mercury is in Bhav Number 12

 
This  is  not  a  very  satisfactory  period  for  you.  You  may  get  indulge  into  sudden  losses
financially. Failure in attempts will make you feel frustrated. You will have to slog as the work
burden will be too much. Family life will also create tensions. Don't try to take risks in business
matters as period is not very harmonious to you. Your enemies will try to tarnish your image.
You may also get indulge into unnecessary expenses. Health may also give some trouble.
Especially old people may encounter catarrh and phlegmatic troubles. 

21-12-2030 to 12-01-2031 by Ketu

Ketu is in Bhav Number 9

 
This is a good time for self-expression and the use of your creative abilities in various fields.
Some auspicious ceremony may be celebrated in your family. The most unexpected changes
could be expected in your work area and in professional activities which are outstanding for
you.  Positive  changes  in  your  personal  and  professional  life  will  take  place  and you will
undertake journeys in connection with your business which will be very rewarding and fruitful.
Make the best use of this wonderful period. You will attend relegious functions and will come in
contact with respected and religious people. 



12-01-2031 to 14-03-2031 by Venus

Venus is in Bhav Number 12

 
In this period you will spend more on luxuries and comforts but it would be better if it is checked
out. You may face disappointments in love affairs and trouble in family life. Your rivals will try to
harm you in each and every possible way so try to be more concerned when dealing with any
kind of personal or professional matters. A worry related to health of your family members is on
the cards.  Though financially,  it  is  not  a bad period but  still  you should put  hold on over
expanses. Get proper care of your own health. 

14-03-2031 to 01-04-2031 by Sun

Sun is in Bhav Number 12

 
Don't try to be aggressive in nature because your aggressiveness can shove you into difficult
situations. There will be difference of opinion, quarrels, and fighting with your friends. So, try to
maintain good relations otherwise there is possibility of straining relations with them. There will
be ups and downs financially. Lack of harmony and understanding is indicated in family life.
There are possibilities of distress from spouse and mother. Care must be taken regarding
health. The diseases that require immediate attention are headace, eye, abdominal disease,
and swelling of the feet. 

01-04-2031 to 01-05-2031 by Moon

Moon is in Bhav Number 2

 
This is an excellent period for you and monetary gain is on the cards. There may be pleasant
surprises and lot of get together with family and relatives. It is a favorable period for you so
make the best use of this time. There will be gain from person of opposite sex and favors from
superiors. As far as money matter is considered it is a fruitful period. 



01-05-2031 to 23-05-2031 by Mars

Mars is in Bhav Number 11

 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You
can make great progress professionally. You might have to shoulder important responsibilities
both at the career and domestic fronts. There will be a good opportunity to come into contact
with compatible persons in the course of  your official  duties/  travels.  You will  be precious
metals, gems and jewelry. Your children will require attention as they will be more vulnerable
during this period. 

23-05-2031 to 16-07-2031 by Rahu

Rahu is in Bhav Number 3

 
You will get full co-operation from superiors or people in responsible or influential positions. You
can  make  great  progress  professionally.  Business/trade  prospects  will  be  very  good,  a
promotion should be anticipated if employed somewhere. You might have to shoulder important
responsibilities both at the career and domestic fronts. There will  be a good opportunity to
come into contact with compatible persons in the course of your official duties/ travels. Your
relationship with your brothers and sisters will be fine. Though there will be problems to your
siblings. 

16-07-2031 to 03-09-2031 by Jupiter

Jupiter is in Bhav Number 2

 
You enjoy sharing your musical talents, and creating a new musical piece is a very strong
possibility. You can be very successful in expressing your higher principles, whether it is work
related or community oriented. Expect monetary returns when you put your ideas into practice.
Money will  definitely  be coming your  way and will  greatly  influence your  personal  beliefs,
dreams and philosophies. Your enemies will not be able to prevail over you. Overall, happiness
is assured in this period. There will be addtioan to your family members. 
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